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Preface 92 

The Open Group 93 

The Open Group is a vendor-neutral and technology-neutral consortium, whose vision of 94 
Boundaryless Information Flow will enable access to integrated information within and between 95 
enterprises based on open standards and global interoperability. The Open Group works with 96 
customers, suppliers, consortia, and other standards bodies. Its role is to capture, understand, and 97 
address current and emerging requirements, establish policies, and share best practices; to 98 
facilitate interoperability, develop consensus, and evolve and integrate specifications and Open 99 
Source technologies; to offer a comprehensive set of services to enhance the operational 100 
efficiency of consortia; and to operate the industry's premier certification service, including 101 
UNIX certification. 102 

Further information on The Open Group is available at www.opengroup.org. 103 

The Open Group has over 15 years' experience in developing and operating certification 104 
programs and has extensive experience developing and facilitating industry adoption of test 105 
suites used to validate conformance to an open standard or specification. 106 

More information is available at www.opengroup.org/testing. 107 

The Open Group publishes a wide range of technical documentation, the main part of which is 108 
focused on development of Technical and Product Standards and Guides, but which also 109 
includes white papers, technical studies, branding and testing documentation, and business titles. 110 
Full details and a catalog are available at www.opengroup.org/pubs. 111 

This Document 112 

This document is Product Documentation for the OpenPegasus open source implementation of 113 
the DMTF WBEM specifications. It is maintained by the OpenPegasus community and 114 
published by The Open Group. 115 

The scope of this document is the default build configuration of OpenPegasus. Customized and 116 
optional configurations may require additional information. 117 

This Guide is intended for system administrators and describes how to install, configure, and 118 
maintain the OpenPegasus CIM Server. The contents are as follows: 119 

• Chapter 1, Overview of OpenPegasus, introduces WBEM Standards and the OpenPegasus 120 
Architecture. 121 

• Chapter 2, How Does OpenPegasus Work?, gives an idea of how providers and clients 122 
work. 123 
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• Chapter 3, OpenPegasus , lists the commands, executables, and daemon processes that are 124 
available. 125 

• Chapter 4, Example of a Client Request, shows a client request and the response received, 126 
both encoded in XML. 127 

• Chapter 5, Installing and Setting Up OpenPegasus, describes what system administrators 128 
should do before they actually use OpenPegasus. It tells how to prepare the system for 129 
installation, and how to start OpenPegasus. It lists the OpenPegasus configuration 130 
properties that can be set. 131 

• Chapter 6, Security Considerations, describes WBEM Services security, and describes 132 
WBEM Services authentication, authorization, and encryption. 133 

• Chapter 7, OpenPegasus Troubleshooting, lists some troubleshooting suggestions . It also 134 
lists the messages generated by OpenPegasus. 135 

• Appendix A gives some background into CIM terms used by clients and providers to 136 
represent resources in the repository. 137 

• Appendix B lists the operations implemented in WBEM Services. 138 

• Appendix C explains the OpenPegasus Configuration Options Security Disclaimer. 139 

OpenPegasus supports a variety of build-time configuration options. In addition, vendors are free 140 
to enhance or change the OpenPegasus source. Refer to the vendor’s documentation for details 141 
of their release. 142 
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Trademarks 143 

Boundaryless Information Flow™ is a trademark and UNIX® and The Open Group® are 144 
registered trademarks of The Open Group in the United States and other countries. 145 

Microsoft® and Windows NT® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 146 

The Open Group acknowledges that there may be other brand, company, and product names 147 
used in this document that may be covered by trademark protection and advises the reader to 148 
verify them independently. 149 
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1 Overview of OpenPegasus 175 

This chapter introduces OpenPegasus: what it is, where it comes from, and how you can learn 176 
more about it. 177 

Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) is a Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) 178 
standard based on the Common Information Model (CIM) (see www.dmtf.org). WBEM allows 179 
customers to manage their systems consistently across multiple platforms and operating systems, 180 
enabling the deployment of integrated, multi-vendor solutions. WBEM enables management 181 
applications to monitor and control managed resources wherever and whenever required. 182 

OpenPegasus is an Open Source Software (OSS) implementation of the DMTF WBEM 183 
standard. The OpenPegasus project is hosted by The Open Group (see www.openpegasus.org). 184 

As an implementation of the DMTF WBEM standard, the OpenPegasus CIM Server acts as an 185 
information broker between management applications, called CIM Clients, and management 186 
instrumentation, called CIM Providers. 187 

Managed 
Resource

A CIM Client sends 
CIM Operation requests 
and receives CIM 
Operation responses.

A CIM Server receives 
CIM Operation requests 
and sends CIM 
Operation responses.

CIM ServerCIM Client
CIM Operation

A CIM Operation describes a management action (i.e., a 
monitor or control request) on a CIM modeled resource.

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

CIM Operations

CIM Client

System Administrator

Resources
CIM Providers

CIM Server

CIM Provider
CIM Operation

A CIM Provider translates 
CIM Operations into 
resource-specific 
management operations.

 188 
Figure 1: WBEM Solution Architecture Overview 189 

A CIM Client is used to request access to a CIM managed resource. A CIM Client sends CIM 190 
Operation requests to the OpenPegasus CIM Server to monitor and control resources. 191 

A CIM Provider is developed to offer access to a CIM-modeled managed resource. A Provider is 192 
responsible for translating CIM Operation requests into resource-specific management 193 
operations and translating resource-specific responses into CIM Operation responses. A CIM 194 
Provider registers with the OpenPegasus CIM Server to manage one or more CIM-modeled 195 
resources. 196 
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OpenPegasus runs on a wide variety of operating platforms, including Linux, Windows, HP-UX, 197 
AIX, OS/400, Solaris, Mac OS/X, and zOS. 198 

The CIM Operations that OpenPegasus supports are listed in Appendix B. 199 

1.1 DMTF WBEM Standards 200 

OpenPegasus implements the DMTF WBEM standard. WBEM is a platform and resource-201 
independent DMTF standard that defines both a common model and protocol for monitoring and 202 
controlling resources from diverse sources (e.g., different types of platforms or different types of 203 
resources on the same platform). 204 

WBEM is a DMTF Standard that is defined by a 
set of specifications that include:

• A Data Description Specification that 
describes the resources to be managed.

• A Communication Protocol Specification 
that defines an encoding and a transport 
protocol.

Data Description

TransportEncoding

DMTF Specif ications and Schema 
are av ailable at: http://www.dmtf.org

WHAT

HOW

 205 
Figure 2: WBEM Specification Overview 206 

OpenPegasus implements the following three DMTF WBEM specifications: 207 

• Common Information Model (CIM) Infrastructure Specification 208 
This specification defines the language and methodology for describing managed 209 
resources. Using CIM, WBEM provides a platform and resource-neutral mechanism for 210 
management applications to describe a request to access a managed resource. 211 
For an overview of CIM objects, see Appendix A. 212 

• Specification for the Representation of CIM in XML 213 
This specification defines a standard for encoding CIM Operation requests and responses 214 
into XML. For an overview of XML, see the W3C Architecture domain’s eXtensible 215 
Markup Language (XML). 216 
Chapter 4 provides an example of an XML-encoded CIM Operation request and response. 217 

• Specification for CIM Operations over HTTP 218 
This specification defines the CIM Operations. In addition, it defines the HyperText 219 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-based transport protocol used to send XML-encoded CIM 220 
Operation requests and responses between the CIM Client and the CIM Server. 221 
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For more information about the OpenPegasus HTTP Server, the ports reserved for 222 
OpenPegasus, and other transport considerations, see Chapter 6. 223 

For more information, see the following DMTF Specifications: 224 

• CIM Specification1 225 

• Specification for the Representation of CIM in XML 226 

• Specification for CIM Operations over HTTP 227 

1.2 OpenPegasus Architecture 228 

The four main components of a WBEM solution are the managed resources, the CIM Providers, 229 
the CIM Server, and the CIM Clients. 230 

• A CIM Client issues CIM Operation requests and receives and processes CIM Operation 231 
responses. 232 

• A CIM Server receives CIM Operation requests, coordinates the processing of requests 233 
and responses among the Providers, and sends CIM Operation responses back to the CIM 234 
Client. 235 

• A CIM Provider is responsible for the actual processing of CIM Operations for one or 236 
more managed resources. It provides the mapping between the CIM interface and a 237 
resource-specific interface. 238 

• A Managed Resource is a manageable entity (e.g., memory, process, system, application, 239 
or network) plus the resource-specific instrumentation capable of monitoring and 240 
controlling the resource. 241 

Managed
Resources

CIM Providers

Managed Node

Management Node

CIM Client

CIM Server

 242 
Figure 3: WBEM Solution Components 243 

                                                 
1 With Version 2.3, this Specification has been renamed to the CIM Infrastructure Specification. 
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The OpenPegasus release includes a DMTF-compliant CIM Server implementation as well as a 244 
set of CIM Client and CIM Provider applications. 245 

At the most fundamental level, the OpenPegasus CIM Server includes a CIM Object Manager 246 
(CIMOM), a CIM-XML Protocol Adapter, and a CIM Repository. 247 

• The CIMOM is responsible for the implementation of the “protocol-independent” 248 
semantics of CIM objects and operations. 249 

• A Protocol Adapter is responsible for the implementation of the encoding and transport 250 
components of a protocol. The CIM-XML Protocol Adapter implements the DMTF CIM-251 
XML encoding and transport protocol. As a security consideration, it is worth noting that 252 
although the OpenPegasus CIM Server includes an embedded HTTP Server, this server 253 
has been specifically designed to accept only valid CIM Messages; all other HTTP 254 
requests will be rejected. 255 

• The CIM Repository is a persistent store managed by the CIM Server. It contains a 256 
description, using CIM, of the resources that can be managed. For information about 257 
maintaining and restoring the repository, see Section 5.4 and Section 7.1. 258 

CIM-XMLClient
Protocol Adapter

CIM Object Abstraction

CIM Client 
Application Logic

Resources

Provider

Resources

Provider

CIM Object Manager

CIM-XML Server
Protocol Adapter

Managed N ode

Management Node

CI
M

 
Re

po
si

to
ry

 259 
Figure 4: CIM Server Architecture 260 
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2 How Does OpenPegasus Work? 261 

This chapter gives an idea of how OpenPegasus provides a management infrastructure so clients 262 
and providers can communicate. 263 

It outlines how providers register their resources’ properties (attributes or characteristics) and 264 
methods (capabilities, operations, or actions) with OpenPegasus. 265 

It gives an overview of how clients use OpenPegasus to make a request about a resource and 266 
receive a response. Chapter 4 has an example of an actual request sent by a client, and the 267 
response it received. 268 

The OpenPegasus CIM Server can receive requests from clients on many different kinds of 269 
systems and platforms, as long as the requests conform to the DMTF CIM-XML standard. The 270 
CIM Server processes the clients’ requests, and passes them to the appropriate providers. When 271 
providers receive requests, they pass information back to the CIM Server. Then the CIM Server 272 
sends a response back to the client. 273 
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Figure 5: CIM Operation Flow 275 
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2.1 OpenPegasus Providers 276 

To allow the OpenPegasus CIM Server to expose management operations for a specific resource, 277 
a developer writes software called a CIM Provider. A CIM Provider is responsible for the actual 278 
processing of CIM Operations for one or more managed resources. It provides the mapping 279 
between the CIM interface and a resource-specific interface. When you install a Provider on 280 
your system, it must be registered with the CIM Server. 281 

2.1.1 When a Provider Installs 282 

The following information needs to be supplied as part of Provider registration: 283 

• The CIM definition of the managed resource. See Appendix A. 284 
Resources are defined largely by characteristics inherited from the most general classes 285 
and passed to the more specific subclasses. 286 
For example, there could be a schema, Creature, which contains a class Human. Human 287 
could, in turn, have a subclass Female. Class Female could, in turn, have several more 288 
subclasses until we get to the specific instance of MyMother. 289 
Resources can also be grouped in namespaces. OpenPegasus installs with four 290 
namespaces, listed in Appendix A. 291 

• What information the resource provider will expose (make available) about the resource. 292 
These are the properties and methods. 293 
For example, one property of MyMother would be her unique Name and 294 
SocialSecurityNumber. Other properties might include Birthdate and 295 
PhoneNumber. 296 

• A shared library to invoke the actions that are offered to manage the resource. 297 
For example, it would be handy if the method callMother would remind me of her 298 
PhoneNumber when her Birthdate approaches. 299 

• Information about the Provider itself: its version, its type, a description of itself, how to 300 
invoke it, and the name of its shared libraries. 301 

Providers are enabled automatically when they are registered. After that, they can be disabled 302 
with the cimprovider command. Once disabled, they can be re-enabled with the 303 
cimprovider command. 304 

2.1.2 Provider Responsibilities 305 

Developers of a WBEM resource provider are responsible for informing their users (clients) 306 
about their provider: how to specify the provider’s resources in the CIM Schema, and what 307 
properties and methods it offers. 308 

After a Provider has registered, the provider’s developers can replace it with a newer version to 309 
add, remove, and modify information about the resource, including new classes, properties, and 310 
methods. 311 
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2.2 Client Requests 312 

A CIM Client issues CIM Operation requests and receives and processes CIM Operation 313 
responses. OpenPegasus includes a C++ Client interface that implements the CIM-XML 314 
protocol. 315 

CIM Server

Resources

Provider

Resources

Provider

CIM Object Manager

CIM-XML Decoder/Encoder

HTTP Server

CIM Client

HTTP Client

CIM-XML Encoder/Decoder
CIM Object Abstraction

CIM Client 
Application Logic

CIM 
Operation

Packaged 
in an 

HTTP 
Message

Encoded 
Using CIM-

XML

Open Pegasus
Runtime

 316 
Figure 6: CIM-XML Protocol 317 

At the CIM-XML protocol level, a CIM Client request must include: 318 

• A properly formed HTTP header. 319 
A remote request must be addressed to the OpenPegasus’ HTTP Server on the wbem-http 320 
port or wbem-https port. Requests must be written in XML. For information about XML 321 
coding for CIM, see the DMTF CIM-XML specification. 322 

• The operation desired and its required parameters. 323 
For example, the GetClass operation requires a class name. The osinfo request in 324 
Chapter 4 uses the EnumerateInstances operation; its only requirement is the class 325 
name. 326 

• The namespace. 327 
For example, the osinfo request in Chapter 4 specifies the PG_OperatingSystem class 328 
in the root/cimv2 namespace. 329 

It is the responsibility of the resource’s provider to document the name of the resource and its 330 
properties and methods. Client developers can use the documentation to write client software. 331 
System administrators use the documentation to decide whether to install the provider. 332 

A client can use CIM Operations, such as the EnumerateInstances operation used in the 333 
example in Chapter 4. The client developer uses standard CIM Operations like GetClass and 334 
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GetProperty to gather resource information. The CIM Operations supported by OpenPegasus 335 
are listed in Appendix B. 336 

2.3 Processing Requests 337 

A CIM-XML Request is a CIM Operation request encoded in XML (eXtensible Markup 338 
Language) and transported over HTTP or HTTPS. The OpenPegasus HTTP Server can be 339 
configured to listen for CIM messages on the wbem-http port or the wbem-https port. 340 

1. First, the client connects to OpenPegasus’ HTTP Server. A remote client sends a valid 341 
system login (name and password) to a system with OpenPegasus that has the appropriate 342 
provider installed. For information about login permissions, see Chapter 6. 343 

2. The OpenPegasus CIM Server uses its XML decoder to parse the XML in the request. If 344 
there is an error, it returns an error message and stops processing the request. Only a valid 345 
CIM Operation is accepted. A request could be rejected by the HTTP Server if it had 346 
badly formed HTTP headers or badly formed XML. 347 
For information about XML coding for CIM, see the DMTF CIM-XML specification. 348 

3. If the request is valid, the CIM Server consults the CIM Repository and checks the 349 
following: 350 

— Does this namespace exist? If not, an error is returned and OpenPegasus stops 351 
processing the request. For example, the osinfo request used in Chapter 4 has this 352 
namespace information: 353 
<LOCALNAMESPACEPATH> 354 
<NAMESPACE NAME =”root”/> 355 
<NAMESPACE NAME=”cimv2”/> 356 
</LOCALNAMESPACEPATH> 357 

— Does this user have permission in this namespace? If the OpenPegasus property 358 
enableNamespaceAuthorization is set to true, OpenPegasus will also check to be 359 
sure the user is allowed access to this namespace. (See Chapter 6 for more about 360 
authorization.) 361 

— Does this class exist? OpenPegasus looks up the classname given in the request. For 362 
example, the osinfo request used in Chapter 4 has this class information: 363 
<IPARAMVALUE NAME=”ClassName”> 364 
<CLASSNAME NAME=”PG_OperatingSystem”/> 365 
</IPARAMVALUE> 366 

— Does this resource have a registered provider? If there is no provider registered for this 367 
resource, OpenPegasus returns an error to the client. For example, the provider for the 368 
osinfo client request is the Operating System Provider. 369 

4. When OpenPegasus finds the registered provider, it also finds the provider’s instructions 370 
about how to reach its appropriate shared library. 371 
OpenPegasus uses this to invoke the appropriate method, and tell the provider which user 372 
is making the request. After receiving the request, the provider’s developers are 373 
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responsible for any additional user authorization it requires for performing the action, and 374 
for returning a response to OpenPegasus. 375 

5. OpenPegasus’ CIM Server waits for a response from the provider, and conveys the 376 
response back to the client. Each request gets one response, even if it contains information 377 
from more than one provider. 378 
For example, a client may ask OpenPegasus for a list of all the printers available to a 379 
system. Several providers may respond, one for each type of printer. OpenPegasus waits 380 
until all the providers respond and combines the information in one response to the client. 381 
If no provider can be reached, or none respond, OpenPegasus returns an error 382 
(CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED) to the client. 383 

For a list of the standard CIM errors and other messages, see Chapter 7. 384 

2.4 OpenPegasus Indications 385 

You can receive a notification when an Event happens. An Event is the occurrence of a 386 
phenomenon of interest. An Event can be defined to indicate, for example, the occurrence of a 387 
disk-write error, a failed authentication attempt, or even a mouse click. 388 

2.4.1 OpenPegasus Indication Architecture 389 

The Indication Architecture is made up of the following components: 390 

• Indication Generation 391 

• Indication Subscription 392 

• Indication Processing 393 

• Indication Delivery 394 

• Indication Consumption 395 

The following section provides an overview of the OpenPegasus Indication Architecture. 396 
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 397 
Figure 7: The Big Picture – OpenPegasus Architecture 398 

2.4.1.1 Indication Generation 399 

An Indication is the representation of the occurrence of an Event. 400 

The abstract class CIM_Indication serves as the base class for all Indication classes. A CIM 401 
Indication Provider registers with the CIM Server to generate indications of one or more classes. 402 

A CIM Indication Provider translates the detection of an Event into a CIM Indication and sends 403 
the Indication to the CIM Object Manager for further processing and delivery. 404 

2.4.1.2 Indication Subscription 405 

An Indication Subscriber is a CIM Client that issues CIM Operation requests to create instances 406 
of the CIM_IndicationSubscription class. 407 

The Indication Filter specifies what indications should be sent (i.e., what Events are of interest), 408 
and the Listener Destination specifies where and how (i.e., by what protocol) indications should 409 
be sent. The Indication Service component of the CIM Object Manager is responsible for the 410 
processing of CIM Operations on the classes in the CIM Subscription Schema, management of 411 
subscriptions, and communication with the Indication Providers. 412 
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2.4.1.3 Indication Processing 413 

The Indication Service component of the CIM Object Manager processes each generated 414 
indication to determine to which indication handlers, if any, the indication should be sent. 415 

2.4.1.4 Indication Delivery 416 

A CIM Indication Handler receives Indications, performs the mapping between the internal 417 
representation of a CIM Indication and the desired format and protocol, and sends the Indication 418 
to the designated destination. 419 

— Note: A CIM Server may support multiple indication handler interfaces. 420 

A CIM-XML Indication Handler, functioning as a CIM Client, uses the DMTF CIM-XML 421 
protocol to send an Indication to each specified destination. 422 

When the CIM Server acts as a CIM Listener, the CIM Server functions as an HTTP Server to 423 
receive Indications as CIM Export Messages. 424 

A CIM Message is a well-defined request or response data packet used to exchange information 425 
between CIM Applications. There are two types of CIM Messages: CIM Operation Messages 426 
and CIM Export Messages. 427 

A CIM Operation Message is a CIM Message used to invoke an operation on the target CIM 428 
namespace. 429 

A CIM Export Message is a CIM Message used to communicate information about a CIM 430 
namespace or element that is foreign to the target. A CIM Export Message is informational only 431 
and does not define an operation on the target CIM namespace or even imply the existence of a 432 
target namespace. 433 

A CIM Listener receives CIM Export requests (e.g., Indications), coordinates the distribution of 434 
requests among one or more Consumers, and sends CIM Export responses. 435 

— Note: For stand-alone CIM Listeners, the listener waits at an application-specific port to 436 
receive Indications (i.e., CIM Export Messages). 437 
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 438 
Figure 8: Indication Architecture 439 

2.4.1.5 Indication Consumption 440 

A CIM Indication Consumer “consumes” the CIM data (e.g., an Indication) encapsulated in a 441 
CIM Export Message. For example, a Consumer may store the Indication in an Event Database 442 
for further processing. An Indication Consumer registers with the CIM Listener to receive 443 
Indications. 444 

See Chapter 7 for more information on troubleshooting WBEM Indications. 445 
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3 OpenPegasus Command Line Utilities 446 

This chapter lists the commands, executable scripts, and daemon processes that are available 447 
with OpenPegasus. 448 

The list is in alphabetical order. Refer to the following manual pages pages, for additional 449 
information. Availability of features may vary by platform. Please refer to the platform-specific 450 
documentation for additional details. 451 

Name Type Reference Page 

cimauth Command Yes 

cimconfig Command Yes 

cimmof Command Yes 

cimmofl Command Yes 

cimprovider Command Yes 

cimserver Command Yes 

init_repository Script No 

osinfo Command Yes 

wbemexec Command Yes 

Table 1: Overview of OpenPegasus Commands and Scripts 452 
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cimauth 453 

NAME 454 
cimauth - add, modify, remove or list CIM user authorizations 455 

SYNOPSIS 456 
cimauth -a -u username -n namespace [ -R ] [ -W ] 457 
cimauth -m -u username -n namespace [ -R ] [ -W ] 458 
cimauth -r -u username [ -n namespace ] 459 
cimauth -l 460 
cimauth -h 461 
cimauth --help 462 
cimauth --version 463 
 464 

DESCRIPTION 465 
The cimauth command provides a command line interface to manage CIM user authorizations.  466 
The first form of cimauth allows addition of authorizations to a specified user on a  specified 467 
namespace. This form of the command can only be used to add authorizations to one user on one 468 
namespace at a time.   469 
The second form of cimauth allows modification of existing authorizations for the specified user 470 
on a specified namespace. This form of the command can only be used to modify authorizations 471 
to one user on one namespace at a time.    472 
If there are no authorizations specified with add and modify options, read authorization is 473 
assumed by default. 474 
The third form of cimauth allows removal of authorizations for the specified user on a specified 475 
namespace.  This form of the command can be used to remove authorizations of one user on one 476 
namespace or all the namespaces on which the user has authorizations. If no namespace is 477 
specified, then authorizations on all the namespaces for the specified user will be removed. 478 
The last form of this command allows listing of the user name, namespace and authorizations.  479 
Specifying no options with the cimauth will show the usage of the command. 480 

OPTIONS 481 
The cimauth command recognizes the following options:  482 
-a  Indicates that authorizations to be added for a user on a namespace. 483 
-m Indicates that authorizations to be modified for a user on a namespace. 484 
-r  Indicates that authorizations to be removed for a user on a namespace. 485 
-l Displays the authorizations of all the authorized users. 486 
-u username Indicates a specific user name. 487 
-n namespace  Indicates a specific namespace. 488 
-R Indicates read authorization. 489 
-W Indicates write authorization. 490 
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-h, --help Display the help message 491 
--version Display CIM Server version number 492 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 493 
This command does not configure or list CIM user password information (see cimuser ). 494 
This command is only relevant if the property enableNamespaceAuthorization is set to true, 495 
which is not the default. (Set the enableNamespaceAuthorization property with the cimconfig 496 
command.) 497 
Running cimauth requires root permission. 498 
Cimauth can only be used when the CIM Server is running. 499 

EXIT STATUS 500 
cimauth returns one of the following values: 501 
0 Successful completion. 502 
1 Error 503 
When an error occurs, an explanatory error message is written to stderr and an error   value 1 is 504 
returned.  505 

EXAMPLES 506 
The following command adds read and write authorizations to user "guest" on namespace 507 
"/root/system". 508 

cimauth -a -u guest -n root/system -R –W 509 
 510 
The following command adds read authorizations to user "guest" on namespace "/root/cimv2". 511 

cimauth -a -u guest -n root/cimv2 512 
 513 
The following command modifies authorizations of the user "guest" on namespace 514 
"/root/system" to read only. 515 

cimauth -m -u guest -n root/system -R 516 
 517 
The following command removes the authorizations for user "guest" on namespace 518 
"root/system". 519 

cimauth -r -u guest -n root/system 520 
 521 
The following command displays the list of authorized user names, namespaces and 522 
authorizations. 523 

cimauth -l 524 

SEE ALSO 525 
cimuser (1m)  526 
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cimconfig 527 

NAME 528 
cimconfig - get, set, unset or list CIMOM configuration properties. 529 

SYNOPSIS 530 
cimconfig -g name [ -c ][ -d ][ -p ] 531 
 532 
cimconfig -s name=value [ -c ][ -p ] 533 
 534 
cimconfig -u name [ -c ][ -p ] 535 
 536 
cimconfig -l [ -c | -p ] 537 
 538 
cimconfig -h 539 
 540 
cimconfig --help 541 
 542 
cimconfig --version 543 
 544 

DESCRIPTION 545 
The cimconfig command provides a command line interface to manage CIMOM configuration 546 
properties.  547 
The first form of cimconfig allows to get current, planned and / or default value of the specified 548 
configuration property.   549 
The second form allows to set the current value and / or planned value of the specified 550 
configuration property to the specified value.   551 
The third form allows unsetting the current and / or planned values of  the specified 552 
configuration property to its default value. 553 
The last form of this command allows for all the configuration properties to be listed. Specifying 554 
the -c or -p options, will provide a listing of all the current or planned configuration property 555 
names and values. 556 
Specifying no options with the cimconfig command will show the usage message.  557 

OPTIONS 558 
The cimconfig command recognizes the following options:  559 
-g Gets the current value of the specified configuration property. 560 
-g -c Gets the current value of the specified configuration property. 561 
-g -p Gets the planned value of the specified configuration property. 562 
-g -d Gets the default value of the specified configuration property. Returns an error 563 

when the CIMOM is not running. 564 
-s Indicates that a configuration property is to be added or updated by setting its 565 

current value to the specified value. Returns an error when the CIMOM is not 566 
running or the specified property is not dynamically updatable.  567 
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-s -c Indicates that a configuration property is to be added or updated by setting its 568 
current value to the specified value. Returns an error when the CIMOM is not 569 
running or the specified property is not dynamically updatable. 570 

-s -p Indicates that a configuration property is to be added or updated by setting its 571 
planned value to the specified value.  572 

-u Indicates that the current value of the specified configuration property is to be 573 
reset to default. Returns an error when the CIMOM is not running or the 574 
specified property is not dynamically updatable. 575 

-u -c Indicates that the current value of the specified configuration property is to be 576 
reset to default. Returns an error when the CIMOM is not running or the 577 
specified property is not dynamically updatable. 578 

-u -p Indicates that the planned value of the specified configuration property is to be 579 
reset to default.  580 

-l Displays the name of all the configuration properties. 581 
-l -c Displays the name and value pair of all the current configuration properties. 582 
-l -p Displays the name and value pair of all the planned configuration properties. 583 
-h, --help Displays the help message 584 
--version Displays CIM Server version number 585 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 586 
This version of the cimconfig command does not return classified error codes. When an error 587 
occurs, it writes explanatory error message to stderr and returns an error value 1. 588 
An operation using the “current” option changes the value immediately; an operation using the 589 
“planned” option takes effect the next time the CIM Server is started with the cimserver 590 
command. 591 
For current values, the CIM Server must be running. For planned values, the CIM Server can be 592 
running or not. 593 
OpenPegasus properties are listed in Chapter 5.5. 594 
Running cimconfig requires root permission. 595 

EXIT STATUS 596 
cimconfig returns one of the following values: 597 
0 Successful completion. 598 
1 Error 599 
When an error occurs, an explanatory error message is written to stderr and an error value 1 is 600 
returned. 601 

EXAMPLES 602 
The following commands get the current value for the configuration property "port". 603 

cimconfig -g port 604 
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cimconfig -g port -c  605 
 606 

The following command gets the planned value for the configuration property "traceLevel". 607 
cimconfig -g traceLevel -p  608 
 609 

The following commands set the current value of the property "traceLevel", to the new value 610 
"2". 611 
cimconfig -s traceLevel=2 612 
cimconfig -s traceLevel=2 –c 613 
 614 
The following command sets the planned value of the property "traceLevel", to the new value 615 
"3". 616 

cimconfig -s traceLevel=3 –p 617 
 618 

The following commands reset the current value of the property "traceLevel" to the default 619 
value.  620 

cimconfig -u traceLevel 621 
cimconfig -u traceLevel –c 622 
 623 

The following command resets the planned value of the property "traceLevel" to the default 624 
value.  625 

cimconfig -u traceLevel –p 626 
 627 

The following command displays the list of all the current configuration properties. 628 
cimconfig -l 629 
 630 

The following command displays the list of all the current configuration properties and values. 631 
cimconfig -l –c 632 
 633 

The following command displays the list of all the planned configuration properties and values. 634 
cimconfig -l –p 635 
 636 
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cimmof 637 

NAME 638 
cimmof, cimmofl - compile MOF files into the CIM Repository 639 

SYNOPSIS 640 
cimmof -h 641 
cimmof [ -w ] [ -I path ] [ -n namespace ] file...file 642 
 643 
cimmofl -h 644 
cimmofl [ -w ] [ -I path ] [ -n namespace ] file...file 645 

DESCRIPTION 646 
The cimmof command is the command line interface to the Managed Object Format (MOF) 647 
Compiler.  The MOF Compiler is a utility that compiles MOF files (using the MOF format 648 
defined by the DMTF CIM Specification) into CIM classes and instances that are stored in the 649 
CIM Repository. 650 
cimmofl is a version of cimmof that does not use the CIM Server.  This version the MOF 651 
compiler does only limited error checking, can incorrectly handle instance operations, and does 652 
not protect against concurrent access to the CIM Repository 653 
Warning: Use of cimmofl can corrupt the CIM Server Repository. cimmofl should only be 654 
used under very controlled situations. cimmof is the recommended OpenPegasus MOF 655 
compiler. 656 
The cimmof command can be used to compile MOF files at any time after installation. If no 657 
input file is specified, stdin is used as the input. 658 
The MOF Compiler requires that the input MOF files be in the current directory or that a fully 659 
qualified path be given.  To simplify the specification of multiple MOF files in the cimmof 660 
command line, the MOF Compiler allows compiling from files containing a list of MOF files 661 
using the include pragma (as shown below). 662 

"#pragma include (""application.mof"")" 663 
"#pragma include (""server.mof"")" 664 

MOF files using the include pragma must be in the current directory or in a directory specified 665 
by the command line option. 666 
The –n option can be used to specify a namespace in which the CIM classes and instances will 667 
be compiled.  If this option is not specified, the default namespace is root/cimv2 (with the 668 
exception of provider registration schemas).   669 
For provider registration schemas, if the –n option is not specified, the default  namespace  is 670 
root/PG_InterOp.  If  -n option is specified, the namespace specified must be root/PG_InterOp, 671 
otherwise, the error message "The requested operation is not supported." is returned.   For 672 
provider MOFs, the namespace specified must match one of the namespaces specified in the 673 
PG_ProviderCapabilities class schema definition. 674 

OPTIONS 675 
The cimmof command recognizes the following options: 676 
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-h Display the command usage and the version number of the MOF Compiler. 677 
The version number is used to identify the release version of the MOF 678 
Compiler. 679 

-w Suppress warning messages. When compiling the MOF files, if there are 680 
CIM elements (such as classes, instances, properties, or methods) defined in 681 
the MOF files which  already exist in the CIM Repository, the cimmof 682 
command returns warning messages.  The –w option can be used to suppress 683 
these warning messages. 684 

-I path Specify the path to included MOF files.  This path may be relative or 685 
absolute. If the input MOF file has include pragmas and the included files do 686 
not reside in the current directory, the –I directive must be used to specify a 687 
path to them on the cimmof command line. 688 

-n namespace Override the default CIM Repository namespace. The namespacespecified  689 
must be a valid CIMnamespace name.  For the definition of a valid CIM 690 
namespace name, refer to the Administrator's Guide.For provider registration 691 
schemas, the  namespace specified must be root/PG_InterOp. 692 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 693 
Running cimmof requires root permission. Schema can only be loaded as local root, regardless 694 
of any authorizations done through cimauth. If namespace authorization is enabled, the user 695 
must also have Write authorization in the namespace. 696 
Cimmof can only be used when the CIM Server is running. 697 

EXIT STATUS 698 
The cimmof command returns one of the following values: 699 
0 Successful completion 700 
1 Error 701 
When an error occurs, an error message is written to stderr and an error value of 1 is returned. 702 

DIAGNOSTICS 703 
"Error trying to create Repository in path localhost:5988: Cannot connect to: localhost:5988 704 
Failed to set DefaultNamespacePath." 705 

The CIM Server is not running.  Start the CIM Server with the cimserver command 706 
and re-run  cimmof . 707 
If the MOF Compiler detects an error in the MOF file while parsing the file, a 708 
parsing error is returned with the line number of the MOF file containing the error. 709 

"Operation cannot be carried out since the specified superclass does not exist."  710 
The MOF Compiler compiled a MOF file with superclasses that were not in the 711 
CIM Repository. 712 

For a list of possible error messages that may be returned, refer to Chapter 7.2. 713 
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EXAMPLES 714 
Compile a MOF file into the default namespace in the CIM Repository, issue the cimmof 715 
command with no options. 716 

cimmof processInfo.mof 717 
Compile the MOF files into the 'root/application' namespace. 718 

cimmof -nroot/application test1.mof test2.mof 719 
Compile the MOF file defined in the directory ./MOF with the name CIMSchema25.mof, and 720 
containing include pragmas for other MOF files also in the ./MOF directory. 721 

cimmof -w -I./MOF MOF/CIMSchema25.mof 722 
List the arguments to the cimmof command and display the version of the MOF Compiler.   723 

cimmof -h 724 

SEE ALSO 725 
cimserver 726 
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cimprovider 727 

NAME 728 
cimprovider - disable, enable, remove or list registered CIM providers or CIM provider modules 729 
and module status. 730 

SYNOPSIS 731 
cimprovider -d -m module 732 
 733 
cimprovider -e -m module  734 
 735 
cimprovider -r -m module [ -p provider ]  736 
 737 
cimprovider -l [ -s | -m module ]  738 
 739 
cimprovider -h  740 
 741 
cimprovider --help  742 
 743 
cimprovider --version 744 

DESCRIPTION 745 
The cimprovider command provides a command line interface to disable, enable, unregister, and 746 
list registered CIM providers. If a CIM provider is disabled, the CIM Server rejects any requests 747 
to the provider. If a CIM provider is enabled, the CIM Server forwards requests to the provider. 748 
And if a CIM provider is unregistered, the CIM Server will no longer have any information 749 
about the provider.  750 
In order to use the cimprovider command, cimserver has to be running and the specified provider 751 
module (a grouping of providers in the same shared library) or provider has to be registered with 752 
WBEM Services.  753 
The first form of cimprovider disables the specified provider module. When a specified provider 754 
module is in the disabled state, any new requests to the providers that are contained in the 755 
specified provider module will be rejected.  756 
The second form of cimprovider enables the providers that are contained in the specified 757 
provider module. The providers that are contained in the specified provider module are now 758 
ready to accept new request.  759 
The third form of cimprovider removes (un-registers) the specified provider module and all of its 760 
contained providers or the specified provider in the specified provider module. Once removed a 761 
provider or provider module, must be re-registered (typically by loading its registration schema 762 
via the cimmof command).  763 
The last form of cimprovider lists all the registered provider modules and module status or all 764 
the providers in the specified provider module. To list all providers in all modules, issue a 765 
cimprovider -l command, followed by cimprovider -l -m for each listed module.  766 
Specifying no options with the cimprovider command displays the command usage. 767 

OPTIONS 768 
The cimprovider command recognizes the following options: 769 
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-d Disables the specified CIM provider module. If user(s) try to disable a 770 
module that is already disabled, an error message is returned and no action is 771 
taken.  772 

-e Enables the specified CIM provider module. If user(s) try to enable a module 773 
that is already enabled or try to enable a module that is disabling, an error 774 
message is returned and no action is taken.  775 

-r Removes the specified provider module and all of its contained providers. If 776 
provider is specified, removes the specified provider in the specified 777 
provider module (not affecting any other providers in that module).  778 

-l Displays all the registered provider modules.  779 
-m module Specifies the provider module for the operation.  780 
-p provider Specifies the provider for the operation.  781 
-s Displays the status of provider modules.  782 
-h, --help Display this help message.  783 
--version Display CIM Server version number 784 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 785 
The -l option for this command can be executed by any user(s). All other options require 786 
superuser permissions.   787 
This command disables, enables, or removes one CIM provider module or CIM provider at a 788 
time. 789 
The list option can be executed by any user. Using any other options of cimprovider requires 790 
root permission. 791 
Cimprovider can only be used when the CIM Server is running 792 

EXIT STATUS 793 
When an error occurs, an error message is written to stderr and an error value 1 is returned. The 794 
following return values are returned: 795 
0 Successful completion  796 
1 Error 797 

EXAMPLES 798 
Disable provider module "OperatingSystemProvider" and all of its contained providers (placing 799 
them in a stopped state). 800 

cimprovider -d -m OperatingSystemProvider 801 
 802 

Enable provider module "OperatingSystemProvider" and all of its contained providers (placing 803 
them in a OK state). 804 

cimprovider -e -m OperatingSystemProvider 805 
 806 

Remove (un-registers) the "OperatingSystemProvider" provider module and all of its contained 807 
providers. 808 
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cimprovider -r -m OperatingSystemProvider 809 
 810 

Remove (un-registers) the "PG_OperatingSystemProvider" provider that contains in the 811 
"OperatingSystemProvider" provider module. 812 

cimprovider -r -m OperatingSystemProvider –p 813 
    PG_OperatingSystemProvider 814 
 815 

List the registered provider modules. 816 
cimprovider -l  817 
 818 

List the registered provider modules and their status (such as OK, Stopping, Stopped). 819 
cimprovider -l -s  820 
 821 

List the registered providers which contained in the "OperatingSystemProvider" provider 822 
module. 823 

cimprovider -l -m OperatingSystemProvider 824 

SEE ALSO 825 
Cimmof, cimserver 826 
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cimserver 827 

NAME 828 
cimserver - start or stop the CIM Server; display the version number of the CIM Server 829 

SYNOPSIS 830 
cimserver [ configProperty=value ] ... 831 
 832 
cimserver -s [ shutdownTimeout=value ] 833 
 834 
cimserver -v 835 
 836 
cimserver -h 837 

DESCRIPTION 838 
The cimserver command provides a command line interface to stop and start the CIM Server, as 839 
well as to display the version number of the CIM Server.  840 
After installation, the CIM Server must be started using the cimserver command.  If the system 841 
is rebooted, the CIM Server will automatically restart, with the exception of the case where the 842 
CIM Server was shutdown prior to the reboot. Generally, once the CIM Server is started, it is 843 
expected to be always running and ready to serve CIM requests.  However, if the CIM Server 844 
must be  stopped and restarted, the cimserver command can be used to shutdown the CIM Server 845 
gracefully and restart it at a later time. 846 
Starting the CIM Server 847 
Issuing the cimserver command without any options starts the CIM Server process. 848 
When starting the CIM Server using the cimserver command, the configProperty=value syntax 849 
can be used to set the configuration properties to be used by the CIM Server. It is important to 850 
know that the values specified in the .B cimserver command apply only to the current CIM 851 
Server process that gets started.  The default values for the configuration properties do not 852 
change.  For a list of the CIM Server configuration properties, see the man page for the 853 
cimconfig command or the HP WBEM Services Administrator's Guide. 854 
Shutting down the CIM Server 855 
Issuing the cimserver command with the –s option stops the CIM Server.  Optionally, a timeout 856 
value can be specified by setting the shutdownTimeout configuration property. 857 
Under normal operation, CIM Server should be able to be shutdown fairly quickly without 858 
problem.  There are, however, situations that may prevent CIM Server from shutting down 859 
within a reasonable amount of time.  For example, a provider that is not responding to requests, 860 
or a provider that is servicing a long-running CIM request.  To handle such situations and to 861 
ensure that the CIM Server can be shutdown without having the user wait a long period of time 862 
(or indefinitely), a shutdown timeout value is used. 863 
The shutdown timeout value is the maximum amount of time (in seconds) the user is willing to 864 
wait for the CIM Server to complete all the outstanding CIM operation requests before shutting 865 
down the CIM Server. If the specified shutdown timeout period expires, the CIM Server will be 866 
shutdown even if there are CIM operations in progress. The shutdown timeout value is a CIM 867 
Server configuration property 9shutdownTimeout ) that can be changed using the cimconfig 868 
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command.  The default shutdown timeout value is 10 seconds. A timeout value (in seconds) can 869 
be specified in the cimserver command to shutdown the CIM Server using the 870 
shutdownTimeout=value syntax.  This overrides the default shutdown timeout value.  The 871 
minimum timeout value is 2 seconds. While CIM Server is shutting down, a client connection 872 
request will result in a connection error (the same as if the CIM Server were not running).  For 873 
clients who have already established a connection to the CIM Server, new CIM requests will be 874 
rejected with a CIM error indicating that the CIM Server is shutting down. When a client 875 
receives a response containing a CIM error indicating that the CIM Server is shutting down, it 876 
should close the connection and reconnect to CIM Server at a l 877 

OPTIONS 878 
The cimserver command recognizes the following options: 879 
-v Display the version number of the CIM Server. 880 
-h Display the command usage. 881 
-s Stop the CIM Server. 882 

shutdownTimeout= value 883 
Specify the timeout value for shutting down the CIM Server. This can only be used 884 
I conjunction with the -s option.  The minimum timeout value is 2 seconds.  If this 885 
is not specified, the default configurable timeout value will be used. 886 
configProperty=value 887 
Set the value for the specified configuration property to be used in starting the CIM 888 
Server.   889 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 890 
Using cimserver to start or stop the CIM Server requires root permission. 891 
Cimserver can only be used to stop the CIM Server or get a version number when the CIM 892 
Server is running. 893 
If the cimserver command is used start the CIM Server when it is already running, no action is 894 
taken  895 

EXIT STATUS 896 
The cimserver command returns one of the following values: 897 
0 Success 898 
1 Error 899 
When an error occurs, an error message is written to stderr and an error value of 1 is returned. 900 

DIAGNOSTICS 901 
"unable to connect to CIM Server.  CIM Server may not be running." 902 

The cimserver command was issued to stop the CIM Server when CIM Server was 903 
not running. An exit status value of 0 is returned.   904 

"Error: Bind failed: Failed to bind socket."  905 
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The cimserver command was issued to start the CIM Server and the CIM Server was 906 
already running. An exit status value of 0 is returned. 907 

“Unable to start CIMServer. CIMServer is already running.” 908 
An aempt was made to start the CIM Server when it was already running. 909 

EXAMPLES 910 
Stop the CIM Server with the default timeout value of 10 seconds. 911 

cimserver -s 912 
Stop the CIM Server with a timeout value of 5 seconds. 913 

cimserver -s shutdownTimeout=5 914 
Start the CIM Server. 915 

cimserver 916 
Start the CIM Server with the configuration property enableNamespaceAuthorization set to true. 917 

cimserver enableNamespaceAuthorization=true 918 
Display the version number of the CIM Server.  This version number is used to identify the 919 
release version of the CIM Server in the HP WBEM Services product. 920 

cimserver -v 921 
Display the command usage. 922 

cimserver -h 923 

SEE ALSO 924 
cimconfig 925 
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init_repository 926 

NAME 927 
init_repository – initializes the repository 928 

SYNOPSIS 929 
 930 

DESCRIPTION 931 
 932 

OPTIONS 933 
 934 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 935 
If the repository is moved or corrupted, first try to restore it from backup. If that does not work, 936 
use the init_repository script to restore it to the state it was in at installation. Everything that was 937 
entered after install will be lost, so it will be necessary to re-install any providers that have been 938 
added. 939 
Running  init_repository requires root permission. 940 
init_repository can only be used when the CIM Server is running. 941 

EXIT STATUS 942 
 943 

EXAMPLES 944 
 945 

SEE ALSO 946 
 947 
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osinfo 948 

NAME 949 
osinfo - returns infomation about the operating system running on a host system. 950 

SYNOPSIS 951 
osinfo [-s] [-h hostname] [-p portnumber] [-u username] [-w password] 952 
[-t timeout] [-c] 953 

DESCRIPTION 954 
The osinfo command displays information about the operating system running on either the local 955 
or a designated host system. osinfo is a CIM Client application and requires a CIM Server to be 956 
running on the target system. 957 
If a property value is unavailable, the value "UNKNOWN" will be displayed. 958 
By default, information about the operating system running on the local system is displayed. 959 

OPERANDS 960 
osinfo recognizes the following options: 961 
-s Enable the use of the SSL protocol between osinfo and the CIM server. 962 

The -s option should be specified if the CIM Server on the specified 963 
hostname/portnumber expects clients to connect using HTTPS. This option 964 
is ignored if neither hostname nor portnumber is specified.  965 

-h hostname Connect to the CIM Server on the specified hostname. If this option is not 966 
specified, osinfo connects to the local host. 967 

-p portnumber Connect to the CIM Server on the specified portnumber. If this option is 968 
not specified, osinfo connects to the default port for the wbem-http service, 969 
or if the -s option is specified, to the default port of the wbem-https 970 
service.  971 

-u username Connect as the specified username. If username is not specified, the 972 
current logged in user is used for authentication. This option is ignored if 973 
neither hostname nor portnumber is specified. 974 

-w password Authenticate the connection using the specified password. If the password 975 
is not specified, the user is prompted for a password. This option is ignored 976 
if neither hostname nor portnumber is specified. 977 

-t timeout Defines the number of milliseconds to wait for a response before "timing 978 
out" the operation. The default timeout value is 2000. The timeout value 979 
must be an integer value greater than 0. 980 

-c Use the CIM formats for DateTime and SystemUpTime values (not the 981 
formatting done by default). As specified by the DMTF, the CIMDateTime 982 
format is yyyymmddhhmmss.mmmmmmsutc, where yyyy is a 4-digit 983 
year, mm is the month, dd is the day, hh is the hour on a 24-hour clock, 984 
mm is the minute, ss is the second, mmmmmm is the number of 985 
microseconds, s is a "+" or "-" indicating the sign of the UTC (Universal 986 
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Time Code) correction field (since the DateTime is returned in the local 987 
time zone of the system), and utc is the offset from UTC in minutes. 988 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 989 
By default, the information is formatted for display in English with uptime displayed in days, 990 
hours, minutes, and seconds. 991 
The command can be used for for troubleshooting, to see whether OpenPegasus can return a 992 
simple request about its own system. 993 
Any user can execute the osinfo command; root permission is not required. 994 
osinfo can only be used  when the CIM Server is running. 995 

EXIT STATUS 996 
When an error occurs, an error message is written to stderr and an appropriate value is returned. 997 
The following values are returned: 998 
0 Success  999 
1 Error 1000 

DIAGNOSTICS 1001 
osinfo error: Cannot connect to: <hostname >: <portnumber > 1002 
There was a failure attempting to connect to the CIM Server running on the target host system. 1003 

EXAMPLES 1004 
Run the default osinfo command on bryce. 1005 

osinfo  1006 
OperatingSystem Information 1007 
    Host: bryce.xyz.com 1008 
    Name: Linux 1009 
    Version: B.11.00 1010 
    UserLicense: Unlimited user license 1011 
    Number of Users: 4 users 1012 
    Number of Processes: 71 processes 1013 
    OSCapability: 32 bit 1014 
    LastBootTime: Sep 24, 2001 9:16:6 (-0700) 1015 
    LocalDateTime: Feb 9, 2003 18:59:43 (-0700) 1016 
    SystemUpTime: 43497817 seconds = 503 days, 10 hrs, 43 mins, 37 secs 1017 

From bryce, display information about the operating system running on bodie. 1018 
osinfo -s -h bodie -u guest -w guest  1019 
OperatingSystem Information 1020 
    Host: bodie.xyz.com 1021 
    Name: Linux 1022 
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    Version: B.11.00 1023 
    UserLicense: Unlimited user license 1024 
    Number of Users: 0 users 1025 
    Number of Processes: 67 processes 1026 
    OSCapability: 32 bit 1027 
    LastBootTime: May 28, 2002 11:10:25 (-0700) 1028 
    LocalDateTime: Feb 10, 2003 18:18:5 (-0700) 1029 
    SystemUpTime: 22320460 seconds = 258 days, 8 hrs, 7 mins, 40 secs 1030 
    Host: bryce.xyz.com 1031 

From bryce, display information about the operating system running on bodie, but this time 1032 
specify a ridiculously short timeout value. 1033 

osinfo -s -h bodie -u guest -w guest -t1  1034 
osinfo error: connection timed out 1035 
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wbemexec 1036 

NAME 1037 
wbemexec - submit a CIM operation to the CIM Server for execution  1038 

SYNOPSIS 1039 
wbemexec [ -h hostname ] [ -p portnumber ] [ -v httpversion ] [ -m 1040 
httpmethod ] [ -t timeout ] [ -u username ] [ -w password ] [ -d 1041 
debugoption ] [ -s ] [ inputfile ] 1042 

DESCRIPTION 1043 
The wbemexec command provides a command line interface to the CIM Server. The input to the 1044 
command consists of a CIM request encoded in XML. The request is submitted to the CIM 1045 
Server for execution. The result of the operation is returned to stdout, and consists of the CIM 1046 
response encoded in XML.  1047 
By default, the operation is executed on the local host, using the default port (5988), and the 1048 
request is sent as an HTTP/1.1 request, using the HTTP POST method. By default, wbemexec 1049 
waits 20000 milliseconds (20 seconds) on sending a request, then times out if a response hasn't 1050 
been received. The -h option allows the user to specify a different host. The -p option allows the 1051 
user to specify a different port number. The -v option allows the user to specify a different HTTP 1052 
version for the request. The -m option allows the user to specify a different HTTP method (i.e. 1053 
M-POST) for the request. The -t option allows the user to specify, in milliseconds, a different 1054 
timeout value for the request. The -u and -w options allow the user to specify a username and 1055 
password to use for authentication of the user and authorization of the operation. By default, 1056 
stdin is used as the input, if no input file is specified. The -s option enables the SSL protocol 1057 
between wbemexec and the CIM server. The -d option may be used to specify that debug 1058 
information be included in the output.  1059 

OPTIONS 1060 
wbemexec recognizes the following options:  1061 
-h hostname Use the specified host. A CIM Server must be running on the specified 1062 

host. If this option is not specified, wbemexec will connect to the local 1063 
host and authenticate itself.  1064 

-p portnumber Use the specified port number. The port number must be the port number 1065 
on which the CIM Server is running on the specified host.  If no port 1066 
number is specified, wbemexec first attempts to connect to the CIM Server 1067 
on the default port for wbem-http service; if that fails, it tries the default 1068 
port for wbem-https. 1069 

-v httpversion Use the specified HTTP version for the request. The version must be "1.0" 1070 
or "1.1". The 1.0 version may not be specified if the M-POST method is 1071 
specified. By default, the request is sent as an HTTP/1.1 request, using the 1072 
HTTP M-POST method. 1073 

-m httpmethod Use the specified HTTP method for the request. The method must be 1074 
"POST" or "M-POST". The M-POST method may not be specified if the 1075 
1.0 version is specified.  1076 
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-t timeout Wait the specified number of milliseconds on sending a request, before 1077 
timing out if no response has been received. The timeout value must be an 1078 
integer value greater than 0. The default value is 20 seconds 1079 

-u username Authorize the operation using the specified username. If username is not 1080 
specified, the current logged in user will be used for authentication and 1081 
authorization.  1082 

-w password Authorize the operation using the specified password. If the password is 1083 
not specified and the remote host requests authentication, the user will be 1084 
prompted for a password.  1085 

-s Enable the use of the SSL protocol between wbemexec and the CIM 1086 
server.  1087 

-d debugoption Include specified debug information in the output. 1088 
1  Include HTTP-encapsulated XML request in output.   1089 
2  Include HTTP header of response in output.   1090 

OPERANDS 1091 
inputfile The name of a file containing an XML encoded CIM operation request. 1092 

If this operand is omitted, input is read from stdn. 1093 

EXTENDED DESCRIPTION 1094 
wbemexec can only be used when the CIM Server is running. 1095 

EXIT STATUS 1096 
When an error occurs, an explanatory error message is written to stderr and an appropriate value 1097 
is returned. The following return values are returned: 1098 
0  Success   1099 
1  Error 1100 

EXAMPLES 1101 
Submit an XML request contained in the file cimrequest.xml to the CIM Server running on the 1102 
local host on the default port (5988), using the username guest and password guest for 1103 
authentication and authorization:  1104 

wbemexec -u guest -w guest cimrequest.xml 1105 
 1106 

Submit an XML request contained in the file cimrequest.xml to the CIM Server running on the 1107 
host xyzserver on port 49152, using the username guest and password guest for authentication 1108 
and authorization:  1109 

wbemexec -h xyzserver -p 49152 -u guest -w guest cimrequest.xml 1110 
 1111 

Submit an XML request contained in the file cimrequest.xml to the CIM Server running on the 1112 
local host on the default port (5988), including both the HTTP-encapsulated XML request, and 1113 
the HTTP header portion of the response in the output:  1114 

wbemexec -d 1 -d 2 cimrequest.xml 1115 
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4 Example of a Client Request 1116 

This chapter gives an example of a client request and the response. 1117 

The request is for the EnumerateInstances operation on the PG_OperatingSystem class. 1118 

Requests and responses are encoded in XML. For more information about XML, see the DMTF 1119 
CIM-XML specification. 1120 

The following information is in a table format. The first column has line numbers for the actual 1121 
request and response. The middle column may group several related lines. The right-hand 1122 
column is a comment on the corresponding middle column. 1123 

The request is first; it is 16 lines long. Next is the response; it is actually 172 lines long, but lines 1124 
81 to 170 were cut for brevity. 1125 

4.1 Example Request 1126 

Table 2: EnumerateInstances Request for PG_OperatingSystem Class 1127 

1 <?xml version=”1.0” ?> 

2 <CIM CIMVERSION=”2.0” DTDVERSION=”2.0”> 

3   <MESSAGE ID=”51000” PROTOCOLVERSION=”1.0”> 

Begin specifying that this is an 
XML-encoded CIM message 
(see ending at line 15 and 16). 

4     <SIMPLEREQ> 

5       <IMETHODCALL NAME=”EnumerateInstances”> 

This is a simple request for the 
operation: method 
EnumerateInstances. 

6         <LOCALNAMESPACEPATH> 

7           <NAMESPACE NAME=”root”/> 

8           <NAMESPACE NAME=”cimv2”/> 

9         </LOCALNAMESPACEPATH> 

Line 6 begins (and 9 ends) 
specifying the /root/cimv2 
namespace for the CIM 
Operation. 

10         <IPARAMVALUE NAME=”ClassName”> 

11           <CLASSNAME NAME=”PG_OperatingSystem”/> 

12         </IPARAMVALUE> 

Line 10 begins (and 12 ends) 
specifying the class name 
(required) for 
EnumerateInstances: 
PG_OperatingSystem. 

13       </IMETHODCALL> 

14     </SIMPLEREQ> 

Ending of the method call and 
simple request. 

15   </MESSAGE> 

16 </CIM> 

Ending of the CIM Operation 
request message. 
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Lines 1 through 3 1128 

This is checked when the request comes to the HTTP Server. At this point, several things have to 1129 
happen in order to continue: 1130 

• The client must be able to connect to the system on the authorized port. 1131 

• The CIM Server must be running. 1132 

• The user/password pair must pass authorization. 1133 

• The request must have a properly formed header. 1134 

• When the request is parsed, it must not contain XML errors. 1135 

Lines 4 and 5 1136 

At this point, OpenPegasus considers the operation that is requested. If it is a supported 1137 
operation, the process continues. 1138 

Lines 6 through 9 1139 

Two criteria must be met in order to continue: 1140 

• This namespace must be valid. 1141 

• If the enableNamespaceAuthorization property is enabled, this user must be 1142 
authorized to access this namespace 1143 

Lines 10 through 12 1144 

The classname must exist, and it must have a provider registered. The provider must respond 1145 
to the request. Here, the OS Provider is registered for the PG_OperatingSystem class. 1146 
Checking the provider documentation, you can see that it supports the EnumerateInstances 1147 
method. 1148 

Now it is up to the provider to process the request and send a response. If the resource does not 1149 
respond, OpenPegasus will send a message to the client. If the resource sends its own error, 1150 
OpenPegasus will pass this on to the client in its response. Often, these messages will be 1151 
appended to a standard CIM error. 1152 

4.2 Example Response 1153 

The table below shows the response to the request to EnumerateInstances for 1154 
PG_OperatingSystem. 1155 

The return value is a named instance. Named instances include both INSTANCENAME (the 1156 
instance with its key properties) and INSTANCE (all the properties). Because this instance has so 1157 
many properties, some of them have been cut from the example text. 1158 
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Table 3: EnumerateInstances Response for PG_OperatingSystem Class  1159 

1 <?xml version =”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 

2 <CIM CIMVERSION=”2.0” DTDVERSION=”2.0”> 

3   <MESSAGE ID=”51000” PROTOCOLVERSION=”1.0” 

Lines 1–3 indicate this is an 
XML-encoded message (see 
ending at lines 171 and 172). 

4     <SIMPLERSP> 

5     <IMETHODRESPONSE NAME=”EnumerateInstances”> 

This is simple response to the 
EnumerateInstances 
method. 

6       <IRETURNVALUE> 

7         <VALUE.NAMEDINSTANCE> 

Return value is named 
instance (all properties). 

8           <INSTANCENAME 
            CLASSNAME=”PG_OperatingSystem”> 

Begin keys of class name. 

9             <KEYBINDING 
              NAME=”CreationClassName”> 

10             <KEYVALUE VALUETYPE=”string”> 

11             CIM_OperatingSystem 

12             </KEYVALUE> 

13             </KEYBINDING> 

One key for this instance. It is 
CreationClassName, a 
string, and its value is 
“CIM_OperatingSystem”. 

14             <KEYBINDING 
              NAME=”CSCreationClassName”> 

15             <KEYVALUE VALUETYPE=”string”> 

16             CIM_UnitaryComputerSystem 

17             </KEYVALUE> 

18             </KEYBINDING> 

Next key is 
CSCreationClassName, a 
string, with value “CIM_ 
UnitaryComputerSystem”. 

19             <KEYBINDING NAME=”CSName”> 

20             <KEYVALUE VALUETYPE=”string”> 

21             Mycomputer.xyz.com 

22             </KEYVALUE> 

23             </KEYBINDING> 

The next key is CSName, also 
a string, with value 
“mycomputer.xyz.com”. 

24             <KEYBINDING NAME=”Name”> 

25             <KEYVALUE VALUETYPE=”string”> 

26             Linux 

27             </KEYVALUE> 

28             </KEYBINDING> 

The next key is Name, also a 
string, with the value of 
“Linux”. 

29           </INSTANCENAME> End of keys for instance. 

30           <INSTANCE 
            CLASSNAME=“PG_OperatingSystem”> 

Begin all properties of 
instance. 
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31 
            <PROPERTY 
              NAME=”CSCreationClassName” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

32             <VALUE> CIM_UnitaryComputerSystem 
              </VALUE> 

33             </PROPERTY> 

First key property is 
CSCreationClassName, a 
string, with value “CIM_ 
UnitaryComputerSystem”. 

34             <PROPERTY NAME=”CSName” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

35             <VALUE> mycomputer.xyz.com </VALUE> 

36             </PROPERTY> 

Next key property. 

37             <PROPERTY NAME=”CreationClassName” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

38             <VALUE> CIM_OperatingSystem </VALUE> 

39             </PROPERTY> 

Next key property. 

40             <PROPERTY NAME=”Name” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

41             <VALUE> HPUX </VALUE> 

42             </PROPERTY> 

Next key property. 

43             <PROPERTY NAME=”Caption” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

44             <VALUE> The current operating System
              </VALUE> 

45             </PROPERTY> 

Next property. 

46             <PROPERTY NAME=”Description” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

47 

            <VALUE> This instance reflects the 
              Operating System on which the 
              CIMOM is executing (as 
              distinguished from instances of 
              other installed operating systems 
              that could be run). 
              </VALUE> 

48             </PROPERTY> 

Next property. 

49             <PROPERTY NAME=”Status” 
              TYPE=”string”> 

50             <VALUE> Unknown </VALUE> 

51             </PROPERTY> 

Next property. 

52             <PROPERTY NAME=”OSType” 
              TYPE=”unint16”> 

53             <VALUE> 8 </VALUE> 

54             </PROPERTY> 

Next property (unsigned 
integer, 16-bit) (DMTF 
specifies that 8 = HP-UX). 

55             <PROPERTY NAME=”LastBootUpTime” 
              TYPE=”datetime”> 

Next property 
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56             <VALUE> 2010924091618.000000-420 
              </VALUE> 

57             </PROPERTY> 

(datetime datatype). 

58             <PROPERTY NAME=”CurrentTimeZone” 
              TYPE=”sint16”> 

59             <VALUE> -420 </VALUE> 

60             </PROPERTY> 

Next property 
(signed integer, 16-bit). 

61 
- 
150 

            ... 
            Several properties of the instance 
            were removed from this example. 

            ... 

 

151           </INSTANCE> End of this instance’s 
properties. 

152           </VALUE.NAMEDINSTANCE> End of named instance. 

153         </IRETURNVALUE> End return value. 

154       </IMETHODRESPONSE> End method response. 

155     </SIMPLERSP> End simple response. 

156   </MESSAGE> End message. 

157 </CIM> End xmlCIM message. 
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5 Installing and Setting Up OpenPegasus 1160 

This chapter describes the prerequisites and what system administrators should do before they 1161 
actually use OpenPegasus. 1162 

— Note: Although certain OpenPegasus file locations are configurable, changing the product 1163 
default file location settings is not recommended. 1164 

Installation instructions will vary by platform; you are advised to consult your product 1165 
documentation for details. Instructions for installing the OpenPegasus 2.4 Linux RPMs can be 1166 
found on the OpenPegasus Linux RPM download page. Installation is mostly automatic; you do 1167 
not need to specify configuration options for the installation to complete successfully. 1168 

After installing, you can set some options to define the properties of OpenPegasus itself. 1169 

Once OpenPegasus is running with the properties you want, back up the repository directories 1170 
and configuration files. Consult Appendix D for directory and file locations. 1171 

5.1 Certificate and Repository Backup 1172 

It is recommended that you back up the appropriate OpenPegasus directory structure on a regular 1173 
basis. If these files are deleted, moved, or corrupted, you need to restore from the backup. 1174 

If you don’t have a backup file for the SSL certificate files, you will need to re-install 1175 
OpenPegasus or re-create certificates using the OpenSSL toolkit. Refer to www.openssl.org/docs 1176 
for information on adding back the certificates you used since the last time you installed. 1177 

If you do not have backup files for the repository, you can only return to the state of the last 1178 
install. You will lose everything that was added since the last time you installed. You will have 1179 
to reinstall any providers you added. Any data will be lost. 1180 

5.2 Before Starting OpenPegasus 1181 

For OpenPegasus to work, the following must be present: 1182 

• Configured Ports 1183 
By default, OpenPegasus HTTP Server listens for SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) encrypted 1184 
communications on the HTTPS (secure) port, 5989. If you are sure your environment is 1185 
secure, you could set the configuration so the server will listen at the HTTP (not SSL) 1186 
port, 5988. (See Chapter 6.) Ports 5988 (wbem_http) and 5989 (wbem_https) are specified 1187 
by the DMTF and are registered with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) at 1188 
www.iana.org. 1189 
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When OpenPegasus receives an HTTP request over the configured port, it checks user 1190 
authentication, parses the request, looks up the resource, and contacts the registered 1191 
provider if applicable. The provider sends a response to OpenPegasus, and OpenPegasus 1192 
sends it back to the client through this port. 1193 

— Note: On some platforms (e.g., Linux and HP-UX), OpenPegasus supports the use 1194 
of UNIX domain sockets for local (same-system) connections. This allows 1195 
connections to be established using a domain socket rather than a TCP port. In 1196 
high-threat environments, it may be desirable to disable all ports. Support for 1197 
this option allows the OpenPegasus CIM Server to continue to receive and 1198 
process requests from local OpenPegasus CIM Clients. 1199 

• OpenPegasus Infrastructure 1200 
Installation instructions will vary by platform. You are advised to consult your product 1201 
documentation for details. Instructions for installing the OpenPegasus 2.4 Linux RPMs 1202 
can be found on the OpenPegasus Linux RPM download page. 1203 

— Note: If you already have OpenPegasus installed, check your product 1204 
documentation before uninstalling or re-installing. You could remove all the 1205 
files associated with OpenPegasus and make all your providers unavailable. 1206 

5.2.1 Providers Included with OpenPegasus 1207 

The list of Providers packaged with OpenPegasus will vary by vendor. Consult your product 1208 
documentation for the list of Providers that are automatically installed with OpenPegasus. 1209 

The following section details the production-level providers that are included as part of the 1210 
OpenPegasus source. 1211 

— Note: To see a list of provider modules on your system, use the cimprovider -l 1212 
command. To see a provider in a particular module, use cimprovider -l -m 1213 
<modulename>. 1214 

• Operating System Provider 1215 
The Operating System Provider makes available operating system information such as 1216 
operating system type, version, last boot-up time, local date and time, number of users, 1217 
swap space size, and free physical memory. This provider is for use by clients as part of a 1218 
basic understanding of the identity of the managed system on which it is running 1219 
(typically a server or appliance). The Operating System Provider makes use of the 1220 
CIM_OperatingSystem class and PG_OperatingSystem subclass. 1221 

— SystemUpTime is a convenience property. It provides direct access to this value, 1222 
versus having client/providers calculate the value from LastBootUpTime and the 1223 
LocalDateTime. 1224 

— OperatingSystemCapability indicates whether the OS itself is 32-bit or 64-bit-1225 
capable. 1226 
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— Note: This provider does not support the Reboot and Shutdown methods of the 1227 
CIM_OperatingSystem class. The PG_OperatingSystem subclass adds the 1228 
SystemUpTime and OperatingSystemCapability properties. 1229 

• Computer System Provider 1230 
The Computer System Provider makes available basic computer system information such 1231 
as computer name, status, and administrator contact information. 1232 
This provider is for use by clients as part of a basic understanding of the identity of the 1233 
Managed System on which it is running (typically a server or appliance). 1234 
This Computer System Provider makes use of the CIM_ComputerSystem, 1235 
CIM_UnitaryComputerSystem, and PG_ComputerSystem classes. 1236 
The PG_ComputerSystem subclass of CIM_UnitaryComputerSystem adds the 1237 
PrimaryOwnerPager, SecondaryOwnerName, SecondaryOwnerContact, 1238 
SecondaryOwnerPager, SerialNumber, and IdentificationNumber. 1239 

— PrimaryOwnerPager is the pager number for the primary system owner. 1240 

— SecondaryOwnerName, SecondaryOwnerContact, and SecondaryOwnerPager 1241 
are the name, phone number, and pager number of the system’s secondary owner 1242 
respectively. 1243 

— SerialNumber is the system’s serial number. 1244 

— IdentificationNumber is the corporate asset number of the system. 1245 

— Note: The PG_ComputerSystem follows the industry convention of naming 1246 
CIM_UnitaryComputerSystem subclasses without including “Unitary” in the class 1247 
name. This practice is an exception to the normal practice used for creating non-1248 
DMTF-defined subclasses (simply changing the superclass’ prefix from CIM_ to some 1249 
organization-specific string). 1250 

• Process Providers 1251 
The Process Providers make available basic UNIX process information, such as name of 1252 
the executable image, process ID, priority, execution state, and various process resource 1253 
utilization statistics. 1254 
Client applications can use these Providers to give clients an understanding of the 1255 
processes running on the Managed System within the context of its operating system. 1256 
In addition to implementing the properties of CIM_Process, the Process Providers 1257 
implement the properties of PG_UnixProcess and 1258 
PG_UnixProcessStatisticalInformation. 1259 

— Note: To see a list of provider modules on your system, use the cimprovider -l 1260 
command. To see a provider in a particular module, use cimprovider -l -m 1261 
<modulename>. 1262 
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5.2.2 Clients Included with OpenPegasus 1263 

The OpenPegasus product includes a simple client you can use to exercise the infrastructure. 1264 
After installing the infrastructure and the bundled providers, you can run it to check that things 1265 
are running smoothly. 1266 

The osinfo command invokes a client request to the included Operating System Provider. If all 1267 
is well, you will receive a formatted text reply that looks something like the following: 1268 

Operating System Information 1269 
Host: zambezi.cup.hp.com 1270 
Name: Red Hat Enterprise Linux AS 1271 
    (2.6.9-1.648_ELsmp #1 SMP Tue Oct 26 12:55:36 EDT 2004) 1272 
Version: 3.90 (Nathant) 1273 
UserLicense: Unlimited user license 1274 
Number of Users: 1 user 1275 
Number of Processes: 79 processes 1276 
OSCapability: 32-bit 1277 
LastBootTime: Jan 10, 2005 17:26:19 (-0800) 1278 
LocalDateTime: Jan 18, 2005 23:17:54 (-0800) 1279 
SystemUpTime: 712295 seconds = 8 days, 5 hrs, 51 mins, 35 secs 1280 

See Chapter 4 for the request sent by osinfo, and the unformatted response. 1281 

5.3 Starting and Stopping OpenPegasus 1282 

The CIM Server is designed to be always running and ready to serve CIM requests, unless a user 1283 
command stops it. 1284 

cimserver is an OpenPegasus daemon process; it is designed to restart automatically when the 1285 
operating system reboots, and stay running as long as the operating system is running. 1286 

The following table describes the OS-specific command for determining whether the CIM 1287 
Server is running. 1288 

Platform Command 

Linux ps -ef|grep cimserver 

HP-UX ps -ef|grep cimserver 

5.3.1 The cimserver Command 1289 

If you stop the CIM Server, restart it with the cimserver command. 1290 

Entering cimserver with no options starts the CIM Server on the system where the command 1291 
is issued. Use the -s option to stop the CIM Server, the -v option to see the version number of 1292 
the CIM Server, and the -h option for help on the command’s syntax. 1293 

On startup, you have the option of including parameters to specify configuration property values, 1294 
but these settings will last only as long as the current process. Use the format 1295 
<propertyName>=<value>. 1296 
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For a list of properties and their default value, see the reference page for the cimconfig 1297 
command. 1298 

One configuration value, shutdownTimeout, is only valid with cimserver -s, the shutdown 1299 
form. (And it is the only property that the stop form can use.) That timeout value is only used for 1300 
that particular shutdown. Specify the amount of time for a graceful shutdown; after timeout 1301 
passes, the CIM Server will kill all processes, finished or not. 1302 

You must be a privileged user (have root permissions on the local system) to use the 1303 
cimserver command. 1304 

5.4 Maintaining the Repository 1305 

OpenPegasus keeps definitions of the data about managed objects and their providers in its 1306 
repository. 1307 

Four namespaces install with OpenPegasus. Others may be added by clients and providers. The 1308 
four that are automatically installed are: 1309 

root The root namespace exists to conform to the DMTF specifications. 1310 

root/cimv2 The standard CIM Schemas go here. Also, the schemas for the bundled 1311 
providers. 1312 

root/PG_Interop This is for provider registration. This space is reserved exclusively for 1313 
providers, and all providers must register here. (See the cimprovider 1314 
reference page.) 1315 

root/PG_Internal This space is reserved for use by OpenPegasus only. 1316 

The CIM Server should be shutdown prior to performing a backup of the repository files. It is 1317 
important to schedule backups of the repository directories and files. If the repository is moved 1318 
or lost or it becomes corrupted, restore the files you backed up. 1319 

If you cannot restore the files, the init_repository script will restore the files to the way 1320 
they were when you first installed OpenPegasus. The Providers that installed with OpenPegasus 1321 
will be intact. However, any managed objects, providers, indication subscriptions, or 1322 
namespaces that you added since you first installed OpenPegasus will be gone. You will need to 1323 
re-register (perhaps reinstall) all the added providers. 1324 

To run the script, enter the following commands: Refer to Appendix D for the directory 1325 
locations. 1326 

1. Shut down the CIM Server. 1327 
$(SBINDIR)/cimserver -s 1328 

2. Move the repository directory. 1329 

Platform Command 

Linux mv $(REPOSITORYDIR) $(BACKUPREPOSITORYDIR) 
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HP-UX mv $(REPOSITORYDIR) $(BACKUPREPOSITORYDIR) 

3. Start the CIM Server. 1330 
$(SBINDIR)/cimserver 1331 

4. Run the init_repository script. 1332 
$(SBINDIR)/init_repository 1333 

5.5 CIM Server Properties 1334 

After OpenPegasus is installed, you can configure these properties, using the cimconfig 1335 
command. You must have privileged user (root) capabilities to modify properties. 1336 

It is good practice to regularly backup the two property configuration files. Refer to Appendix D 1337 
for the value of $(CONFIGDIR). 1338 

• $(CONFIGDIR)/cimserver_current.conf contains the current values that are not 1339 
defaulted. 1340 

• $(CONFIGDIR)/cimserver_planned.conf contains planned values that are not 1341 
defaulted. Changes to the planned configuration file will not take effect until the CIM 1342 
Server is restarted. 1343 

— Note: Do not edit configuration files directly. Use the cimconfig command to change the 1344 
property values in the files. 1345 

At startup, you can temporarily modify property values, by entering a propertyname=value 1346 
pair on the cimserver command line. However, these modifications last only as long as that 1347 
execution of the CIM Server. 1348 

At shutdown, you can temporarily modify just one property value, shutdownTimeout, by 1349 
entering a value on the cimserver shutdown command line. 1350 

Only certain configuration properties can be changed dynamically. Please refer to the 1351 
cimconfig reference page for details. For properties that are not dynamic, you must use the -p 1352 
parameter to indicate your change, and then you must stop and restart the CIM Server. The -p 1353 
parameter is explained in the cimconfig command summary below. 1354 

authorizedUserGroups 1355 

Set to user group names, group names are separated by a comma. The default is not set to any 1356 
user group, which means that all users on the system are authorized (if not restricted by setting 1357 
enableNamespaceAuthorization) to access CIM resources. 1358 

You can use user group authorization if you need the extra security of restricting access to CIM 1359 
resources. 1360 
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A privileged user (user with root permissions on the local system) is always authorized. A 1361 
privileged user can grant user group authorizations to other users. For more information, see 1362 
Chapter 6. 1363 

enableHttpConnection 1364 

Set to true or false. The default is false, which means that OpenPegasus will not listen on port 1365 
5988. Setting it to true allows user access through port 5988, using HTTP TCP/IP 1366 
communication. Use HTTP connections only if you are certain your environment is secure. For 1367 
more information, see Chapter 6. 1368 

enableHttpsConnection 1369 

Set to true or false. The default, true, allows user access through port 5989, using HTTPS 1370 
TCP/IP communication. HTTPS connection has better security than HTTP. For more 1371 
information, see Chapter 6. 1372 

enableNamespaceAuthorization 1373 

Set to true or false. The default, false, means that users are authorized across all namespaces. 1374 

If enableNamespaceAuthorization is set to true, you must authorize each user, namespace 1375 
by namespace, with the cimauth command. 1376 

You can use namespace authorization if you need the extra security of restricting access to 1377 
certain namespaces. Users with root permission on the local system are always privileged users. 1378 
A privileged user can grant namespace authorizations to others. For more information, see 1379 
Chapter 6. 1380 

enableRemotePrivilegedUserAccess 1381 

Set to true or false. The default is true. True means that an authenticated user, with privileged 1382 
access to the system running the OpenPegasus CIM Server, will be allowed to issue requests to 1383 
OpenPegasus from a remote system. 1384 

shutdownTimeout 1385 

Set to a number of seconds. When a cimserver -s shutdown command is issued, the timeout 1386 
is the maximum number of seconds allowed for the CIM Server to complete outstanding CIM 1387 
Operation requests before shutting down. If the specified timeout period expires, the CIM Server 1388 
will shut down, even if there are still CIM Operations in progress. 1389 

Minimum value is 2 seconds. Default value is 10 seconds. 1390 

enableSubscriptionsForNonprivilegedUsers 1391 

Set to true or false. When set to the default value, false, only a privileged user (superuser) is 1392 
allowed to perform operations (create instance, modify instance, delete instance, get instance, 1393 
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enumerate instances, enumerate instance names) on indication filter, listener destination, and 1394 
subscription instances. By default, the enableSubscriptionsForNonprivilegedUsers 1395 
configuration property is set to false. 1396 

— Note: Restriction of operations on indication filter, listener destination, and subscription 1397 
instances to only privileged users decreases the risk of a malicious user creating 1398 
subscriptions that flood a system with indications. Restriction of operations, as well as 1399 
access restrictions on the repository files, decreases the risk of subscription data (such 1400 
as email addresses) being read, modified, or deleted by an unauthorized user. 1401 

5.6 The cimconfig Command 1402 

The cimconfig command manages CIM Server configuration properties. The operations are 1403 
executed on the CIM Server running on the local host. 1404 

Use the cimconfig command to get, set, or unset CIM Server property values. Use the -l (list) 1405 
option to see all properties and their values. 1406 

An operation on a current property (cimconfig with a -c option) takes effect immediately. 1407 

An operation on a planned property (cimconfig with a -p option) takes affect the next time the 1408 
CIM Server is started with the cimserver command. 1409 

Dynamic properties can be set with either current or planned. Non-dynamic properties must be 1410 
set using the planned option. 1411 

Modifications made by cimconfig remain in effect until they are changed by another 1412 
cimconfig command. The CIM Server must be running to change the current configuration 1413 
options. 1414 

You can temporarily modify property values when OpenPegasus is down, by entering options at 1415 
startup in the cimserver command line. However, these modifications last only as long as that 1416 
execution of the CIM Server. 1417 
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6 Security Considerations 1418 

This chapter describes OpenPegasus security. 1419 

Security is checked first at the communication path. OpenPegasus has three pathways: 1420 

• Local users with requests 1421 
If the user is on the same system as OpenPegasus, OpenPegasus accepts the authentication 1422 
already done by the system itself. See Local Authentication, below. 1423 

• Remote users with requests 1424 
If the user is coming from a remote system, he enters through the OpenPegasus HTTP 1425 
Server. The embedded HTTP Server receives only valid CIM requests; all other requests 1426 
are rejected. User information is included in the HTTP message header. The CIM Server 1427 
checks the user-password information. See Remote Authentication, below. 1428 

• Providers 1429 
OpenPegasus interacts with its registered providers through shared libraries. 1430 

— Note: CIM providers run as privileged users. Be very careful installing a provider that does 1431 
not come from a trusted source. 1432 

After OpenPegasus passes on a request to a provider, the provider is responsible for checking its 1433 
own security. The provider sets the rules about which requests it considers, and the conditions 1434 
for granting or refusing them. If a provider requires authorization beyond that checked by 1435 
OpenPegasus, the provider supplier is responsible for documenting its own rules. 1436 

OpenPegasus uses dedicated ports for CIM-XML traffic. Two ports are specified by DMTF and 1437 
registered with IANA for CIM-XML communications between remote clients and the CIM 1438 
Server: 1439 

• HTTP TCP/IP communication on port 5988 (wbem_http) 1440 

• HTTPS TCP/IP communication on port 5989 (wbem_https) 1441 

6.1 User Authentication 1442 

When a user request comes through HTTP (HyperText Transport Protocol) or HTTPS (HTTP 1443 
Secure), the CIM Server determines whether this is a legitimate user on the system. If the request 1444 
does not pass authentication, the request is rejected without processing. 1445 

Local users are users on a system sending requests to OpenPegasus on the same system. 1446 

Remote users are users on a system sending requests to OpenPegasus on another system. 1447 
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6.1.1 Local User Authentication 1448 

For local users, the CIM Server uses a local authentication mechanism. The CIM Server uses the 1449 
existing file system security to authenticate the user. OpenPegasus accepts the authentication 1450 
already done by the system itself, so local requests include only the users’ login names, not their 1451 
passwords. 1452 

6.1.2 Remote User Authentication 1453 

Remote users accessing the CIM Server are authenticated with a request/challenge mechanism 1454 
using HTTP Basic authentication. 1455 

A request is received from a management client. The CIM Server challenges the client to send a 1456 
Base64-encoded username and password in the HTTP Authorization header. 1457 

To verify that the encoded user-password pair is authorized on the system, OpenPegasus calls 1458 
Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM). For information about PAM, see the PAM reference 1459 
page. 1460 

The default value for the configuration parameter enableRemotePrivilegedAccess is true. 1461 
This means that, by default, an authenticated user – with privileged access to the system running 1462 
WBEM Services – will be allowed to issue requests to OpenPegasus from a remote system. 1463 

When OpenPegasus installs, the CIM Server will be configured with a randomly generated, self-1464 
signed certificate. If a self-signed server certificate does not give a sufficient level of trust, the 1465 
system administrator can use a central Certificate Authority (e.g., Verisign) to issue certificates. 1466 

When OpenPegasus for Linux is installed, a “wbem” file is installed in the /etc/pam.d 1467 
directory. This file will list the PAM security modules used for OpenPegasus. The System 1468 
Administrator may change the contents to conform to the security requirements of the managed 1469 
system. 1470 

6.2 HTTPS and HTTP 1471 

By default, enableHttpsConnection is set to true, and OpenPegasus listens on port 5989. 1472 
You can set the HTTPS connection to false, and set the property enableHttpConnection to 1473 
true to make OpenPegasus listen on port 5988. 1474 

Use the cimconfig command to reset the property file. To change properties temporarily, for 1475 
just one session, start CIM Server with the cimserver command and use the command line 1476 
properties option. 1477 

If you set both HTTPS and HTTP to true (enabled), OpenPegasus will listen on both ports 5988 1478 
and 5989. 1479 

If you set both to false (disabled) OpenPegasus will listen only on the domain socket and accept 1480 
requests from local clients; i.e., connections established using the connectLocal method in the 1481 
CIMClient interface. 1482 
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By default, OpenPegasus uses Secured Socket Layer (SSL) for all communications, with server-1483 
side certificates that are trusted by the management application. This gives both spoof protection 1484 
and confidentiality. 1485 

— Note: Basic Authentication requires the client to pass both the username and password, both 1486 
in Base64 encoding. This encoding is not secure. SSL (enableHttpsConnection) 1487 
should only be disabled in a highly secure environment, where passing clear text 1488 
passwords is not an issue. 1489 

OpenPegasus uses OpenSSL to support HTTPS connections. OpenSSL is a cryptography toolkit 1490 
that implements the network protocols and related cryptography standards of SSL Version 2/3 1491 
and Transport Layer Security (TLS). 1492 

On the HTTPS port, CIM Clients are required to use SSL to establish connections with the CIM 1493 
Server and to send or receive CIM requests. 1494 

6.3 User Group Authorization 1495 

User group authorization consists of establishing that the already authenticated user is a member 1496 
of one of the configured groups in the authorizedUserGroups configuration property. If the 1497 
user is not authorized, the client request is rejected without processing and an authorization 1498 
failure message is sent back. 1499 

A user with root permission (uid 0) on the local system can use the cimconfig command to set 1500 
the OpenPegasus authorizedUserGroups property to one or more user groups on the local 1501 
system. 1502 

— Note: Unless explicitly rejected by a Provider, a user with root permission (uid 0) on the 1503 
local system always has authorization to access CIM resources. 1504 

When the authorizedUserGroup property is set to valid group name(s) on the system and a 1505 
user who is not a member of the configured group(s) submits a request, the following user error 1506 
is displayed: "User <username> is not authorized to access CIM data". 1507 

For more information about setting authorized user groups, see the reference page for the 1508 
cimconfig command. 1509 

6.4 Namespace Authorization 1510 

CIM Services gives authenticated users controlled access to the entire CIM Schema. It does not 1511 
check security for specific resources, such as individual classes and instances. 1512 

However, you can choose to control each user’s access by requiring authorization for each user 1513 
on each namespace. A user with root permission (uid 0) on the local system can use the 1514 
cimconfig command to set the OpenPegasus enableNamespaceAuthorization property to 1515 
true, and then use the cimauth command to set each user’s access authorization on each 1516 
namespace. 1517 
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— Note: A user with root permission on the local system (uid 0) always has all permissions on 1518 
all namespaces. 1519 

When namespace authorization is set to true, and a user submits a request for a namespace on 1520 
which he is not authorized, this user error is displayed: “Not authorized to run 1521 
<requesting operation> in the namespace <requesting namespace>”. 1522 

For more information about authorization, see the reference pages for the cimauth and 1523 
cimconfig commands. 1524 

Authorizations are: Read, Write, or Read and Write. (Note that Write does not automatically 1525 
include Read.) 1526 

The following CIM Operations require Write authorization: 1527 
CreateClass 1528 
CreateInstance 1529 
DeleteClass 1530 
DeleteInstance 1531 
DeleteQualifer 1532 
InvokeMethod 1533 
ModifyClass 1534 
ModifyInstance 1535 
SetProperty 1536 
SetQualifier 1537 

The following CIM Operations require Read authorization: 1538 
EnumerateClasses 1539 
EnumerateClassNames 1540 
EnumerateInstances 1541 
EnnumerateInstanceNames 1542 
EnumerateQualifiers 1543 
GetClass| 1544 
GetInstance| 1545 
GetProperty| 1546 
GetQualifier 1547 

A summary of the operations is given in Appendix B. 1548 
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7 OpenPegasus Troubleshooting 1549 

This chapter is for people who are having trouble while trying to use OpenPegasus. 1550 

The OpenPegasus messages are listed here. 1551 

7.1 Checklist for Troubleshooting OpenPegasus 1552 

If you are having trouble with OpenPegasus, try this checklist: 1553 

• Is the CIM Server is running? You can use the following platform-specific command to 1554 
determine whether the CIM Server is running. 1555 

Platform Command 

Linux ps -ef|grep cimserver 

HP-UX ps -ef|grep cimserver 

If it isn’t running, then you must start it using the cimserver command. 1556 

• Is OpenPegasus installed correctly? Do you have the essential files? Check to see if the 1557 
repository directory and configuration files exist. If any of these files are missing, restore 1558 
all the repository directories and files from your backup. 1559 
If you cannot restore the repository directories, you will have to re-initialize the 1560 
repository. This will return it to the state it was in when you installed OpenPegasus, and 1561 
you will lose any changes made since then. See Section 5.4. 1562 

• Are you trying to process a request when the provider is not registered or enabled? Enter 1563 
cimprovider -l -s to list the name and status of the registered provider modules and 1564 
cimprovider -l-m <modulename> to see the individual providers in that module. 1565 

• Exercise the path that requests follow: enter osinfo. This invokes a simple request. It 1566 
should process and display a response to show you it completed. 1567 

• Check the system log files. OpenPegasus messages are listed below. 1568 

• Are you seeing SSL certificate-related messages on a CIM Client request failure? Make 1569 
sure the remote CIM Server certificate $(CERTIFICATEDIR)/cert.pem is added to the 1570 
trust store file on the client system. For information on how to add certificates to the trust 1571 
store file, refer to the OpenSSL documentation (see www.openssl.org/docs). 1572 

7.2 OpenPegasus Messages 1573 

The OpenPegasus messages are listed in four groups: syslog messages, standard CIM messages, 1574 
command messages, and SSL errors. 1575 
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7.2.1 General Syslog Messages 1576 

OpenPegasus puts the following messages in syslog: 1577 

• If the logLevel is set to INFORMATION, the CIM Server logs a message on startup; for 1578 
example: 1579 
Jan 19 21:49:24 zambezi cimserver[13661]: Listening on HTTPS port 1580 
5989. 1581 
Jan 19 21:49:24 zambezi cimserver[13661]: Listening on local 1582 
connection socket. 1583 
Jan 19 21:49:25 zambezi cimserver[13661]: Started CIM Server 1584 
version 2.4. 1585 

• If the logLevel is set to INFORMATION, the CIM Server logs a message on shutdown; 1586 
for example: 1587 
Jan 19 21:50:28 zambezi cimserver[13661]: CIM Server stopped. 1588 

7.2.2 Indication Service Syslog Messages 1589 

• Message: "One or more invalid Subscription instances were ignored" 1590 
This message may be logged upon CIM Server startup (IndicationService 1591 
initialization), if an invalid Subscription instance is found in the repository. 1592 
Invalid instances could exist if instances in the repository have been directly created or 1593 
modified by circumventing the IndicationService. 1594 
In such cases, the IndicationService detects such corruption, ignores invalid 1595 
subscription instances, and continues to make a best effort at processing requests on valid 1596 
subscription instances. Invalid instances should be removed from the repository, and care 1597 
should be taken that invalid instances are not introduced into the repository by 1598 
circumventing the IndicationService. 1599 

• Message: "Subscription ($0) has no provider" 1600 
This message may be logged upon CIM Server startup (IndicationService 1601 
initialization), if there is currently no provider that can serve an existing enabled 1602 
subscription. 1603 
The substitution data $0 identifies the subscription, and contains the values of the 1604 
subscription Filter and Handler Name properties in the form "FilterName, 1605 
HandlerName". 1606 
This message may indicate that one or more indication providers has been removed or 1607 
disabled, and it may be necessary to re-install, re-register, and/or re-enable one or more 1608 
indication providers to avoid missing indications. 1609 

• Message: "Provider ($0) is now serving subscription ($1)" 1610 
This message may be logged upon a provider registration change (creation or modification 1611 
of a PG_ProviderCapabilities instance), or when a provider has been enabled (the 1612 
"cimprovider -e" command). The substitution data $0 identifies the provider, and 1613 
contains the value of the Provider Name property. The substitution data $1 identifies 1614 
the subscription, and contains the values of the subscription Filter and Handler Name 1615 
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properties in the form "FilterName, HandlerName". This message indicates that 1616 
additional indications may now be generated by the specified provider for the specified 1617 
subscription. 1618 

• Message: "Provider ($0) is no longer serving subscription ($1)" 1619 
This message may be logged upon a provider registration change (deletion or modification 1620 
of a PG_ProviderCapabilities instance), or when a provider has been disabled (the 1621 
"cimprovider -d" command). The substitution data $0 identifies the provider, and 1622 
contains the value of the Provider Name property. 1623 
The substitution data $1 identifies the subscription, and contains the values of the 1624 
subscription Filter and Handler Name properties in the form "FilterName, 1625 
HandlerName". This message indicates that no indications will be generated by the 1626 
specified provider for the specified subscription. 1627 
Other indication providers may still be serving the specified subscription. It may be 1628 
necessary to re-install, re-register, and/or re-enable one or more indication providers to 1629 
avoid missing indications. 1630 

7.2.3 Standard CIM Messages 1631 

• 0 = CIM_ERR_SUCCESS 1632 
The operation completed without error. 1633 

• 1 = CIM_ERR_FAILED 1634 
A general error occurred that is not covered by a more specific error code. 1635 

• 2 = CIM_ERR_ACCESS_DENIED 1636 
Access to a CIM resource was not available to the client. 1637 

• 3 = CIM_ERR_INVALID_NAMESPACE 1638 
The target namespace does not exist. 1639 

• 4 = CIM_ERR_INVALID_PARAMETER 1640 
One or more parameter values passed to the method were invalid. 1641 

• 5 = CIM_ERR_INVALID_CLASS 1642 
The specified class does not exist. 1643 

• 6 = CIM_ERR_NOT_FOUND 1644 
The requested object could not be found. 1645 

• 7 = CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED 1646 
The requested operation is not supported. 1647 

• 8 = CIM_ERR_CLASS_HAS_CHILDREN 1648 
Operation cannot be carried out on this class because it has subclasses. 1649 

• 9 = CIM_ERR_CLASS_HAS_INSTANCES 1650 
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Operation cannot be carried out on this class because it has instances. 1651 

• 10 = CIM_ERR_INVALID_SUPERCLASS 1652 
Operation cannot be carried out because the specified superclass does not exist. 1653 

• 11 = CIM_ERR_ALREADY_EXISTS 1654 
Operation cannot be carried out because an object already exists. 1655 

• 12 = CIM_ERR_NO_SUCH_PROPERTY 1656 
The specified property does not exist: 1657 

• 13 = CIM_ERR_TYPE_MISMATCH 1658 
The value supplied is not compatible with the type. 1659 

• 14 = CIM_ERR_QUERY_LANGUAGE_NOT_SUPPORTED 1660 
The query language is not recognized or supported. 1661 

• 15 = CIM_ERR_INVALID_QUERY 1662 
The query is not valid for the specified query language. 1663 

• 16 = CIM_ERR_METHOD_NOT_AVAILABLE 1664 
The extrinsic method could not be executed. 1665 

• 17 = CIM_ERR_METHOD_NOT_FOUND 1666 
The specified extrinsic method does not exist. 1667 

The following list has the same messages as above; however, it is ordered alphabetically, and 1668 
without the error number: 1669 

• CIM_ERR_ACCESS_DENIED 1670 
Access to a CIM resource was not available to the client. 1671 

• CIM_ERR_ALREADY_EXISTS 1672 
Operation cannot be carried out because an object already exists. 1673 

• CIM_ERR_CLASS_HAS_CHILDREN 1674 
Operation cannot be carried out on this class because it has subclasses. 1675 

• CIM_ERR_CLASS_HAS_INSTANCES 1676 
Operation cannot be carried out on this class because it has instances. 1677 

• CIM_ERR_FAILED 1678 
A general error occurred that is not covered by a more specific error code. 1679 

• CIM_ERR_INVALID_CLASS 1680 
The specified class does not exist. 1681 

• CIM_ERR_INVALID_NAMESPACE: 1682 
The target namespace does not exist. 1683 
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• CIM_ERR_INVALID_PARAMETER 1684 
One or more parameter values passed to the method were invalid. 1685 

• CIM_ERR_METHOD_NOT_AVAILABLE 1686 
The extrinsic method could not be executed. 1687 

• CIM_ERR_METHOD_NOT_FOUND 1688 
The specified extrinsic method does not exist. 1689 

• CIM_ERR_INVALID_QUERY 1690 
The query is not valid for the specified query language. 1691 

• CIM_ERR_INVALID_SUPERCLASS 1692 
Operation cannot be carried out because the specified superclass does not exist. 1693 

• CIM_ERR_NO_SUCH_PROPERTY 1694 
The specified property does not exist. 1695 

• CIM_ERR_TYPE_MISMATCH 1696 
The value supplied is incompatible with the type. 1697 

• CIM_ERR_NOT_FOUND 1698 
The requested object could not be found. 1699 

• CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED 1700 
The requested operation is not supported. 1701 

Examples of CIM Responses 1702 

For example, consider a client requesting a createInstance operation on the 1703 
PG_OperatingSystem class, when this operation is not supported by the Operating System 1704 
Provider. The requestor will receive the following response (shown below encoded in XML): 1705 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 1706 
<CIM CIMVERSION=”2.0” DTDVERSION=”2.0”> 1707 
<MESSAGE ID=”53000” PROTOCOLVERSION=”1.0”> <SIMPLERSP> 1708 
<IMETHODRESPONSE NAME=”CreateInstance”> 1709 
<ERROR CODE=”7” DESCRIPTION=”CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED: 1710 
The requested operation is not supported: “OperatingSystemProvider 1711 
does not support createInstance”/> 1712 
</IMETHODRESPONSE> 1713 
</SIMPLERSP> 1714 
</MESSAGE> 1715 
</CIM> 1716 

In the above example, you see the following four components of the response: 1717 

1. CIM error code of 7 1718 

2. Translation to CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED 1719 
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3. Expanded text message: The requested operation is not supported. 1720 

4. The non-standard additional message: OperatingSystem Provider does not 1721 
support createInstance. 1722 

As a second example, consider a client that mistakenly provides too few or too many keys to a 1723 
GetInstance operation on the PG_OperatingSystem class. The following response is sent 1724 
(shown below encoded in XML): 1725 

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”utf-8”?> 1726 
<CIM CIMVERSION=”2.0” DTDVERSION=”2.0”> 1727 
<MESSAGE ID=”35002” PROTOCOLVERSION=”1.0”> <SIMPLERSP> 1728 
<IMETHODRESPONSE NAME=”GetInstance”> 1729 
<ERROR CODE=”4” 1730 
DESCRIPTION=”CIM_ERR_INVALID_PARAMETER: One or more parameter values 1731 
passed to the method were invalid: “Wrong number of keys”/> 1732 
</IMETHODRESPONSE> 1733 
</SIMPLERSP> 1734 
</MESSAGE> 1735 
</CIM> 1736 

In the above example, you see the following four components of the response: 1737 

1. CIM error code of 4 1738 

2. Translation to CIM_ERR_INVALID_PARAMETER 1739 

3. Expanded text message: One or more parameter values passed to the 1740 
method were invalid. 1741 

4. The non-standard additional message: Wrong number of keys. 1742 

7.2.4 OpenPegasus Command Messages 1743 

These messages come from the OpenPegasus commands. They are written to stdout. 1744 

cimauth Command Messages 1745 

• Message: You must have superuser privilege to run this command. 1746 
If you do not have root permissions (uid=0) on the local system, get a logon that does, or 1747 
have such a privileged user give you permission. (See Chapter 3 and the cimauth 1748 
reference page.) 1749 

• Message: Failed to add authorizations. Please make sure that the 1750 
authorization schema is loaded on the CIMOM. 1751 
Essential information is missing from the repository. See Section 5.4. 1752 

• Message: Failed to add authorizations. Specified user authorization 1753 
already exists. 1754 
If you want the authorization added, you do not need to do anything; it is already there. To 1755 
modify, use the -m option. To remove, use the -r option. 1756 
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• Message: Failed to modify authorizations. Specified user 1757 
authorizations were not found. 1758 
Enter cimauth -l to list all the authorizations. See if the one you want to modify is in 1759 
the list, and if you are spelling it correctly. If it’s not in the list, you need to add it with the 1760 
-a option. Then re-issue the command. 1761 

• Message: Failed to remove authorizations. Specified user 1762 
authorizations were not found. 1763 
Enter cimauth -l to list all the authorizations. See if the one you want to remove is in 1764 
the list, and if you are spelling it correctly. If it’s not in the list, you need to add it with the 1765 
-a option. Then re-issue the command. 1766 

• Message: CIM Server may not be running. 1767 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. Perhaps an 1768 
operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it.  1769 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1770 

cimconfig Command Messages 1771 

• Message: Current value of properties cannot be listed because the 1772 
CIM Server is not running. 1773 
Check for cimserver using ps -ef|grep cimserver. Perhaps it was never started at 1774 
install, or someone may have stopped it with /sbin/service pegasus-wbem stop for 1775 
Linux. You must restart it. 1776 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1777 

• Message: Failed to get property. Please make sure that the config 1778 
schema is loaded in the CIM Server. 1779 
Essential information is missing from the repository. See Section 5.4. 1780 

• Message: Failed to set the config property. Please make sure that 1781 
the config schema is loaded in the CIM Server. 1782 
Essential information is missing from the repository. See Section 5.4. 1783 

• Message: Failed to unset the config property. Please make sure that 1784 
the config schema is loaded in the CIM Server. 1785 
Essential information is missing from the repository. See Section 5.4. 1786 

• Message: Failed to list the config properties. Please make sure that 1787 
the config schema is loaded in the CIM Server. 1788 
Essential information is missing from the repository. See Section 5.4. 1789 

• Message: Specified property name was not found. 1790 
Check the spelling of the property name. Re-issue the command specifying a valid config 1791 
property. For a list of properties, enter cimconfig –l. 1792 
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• Message: Specified property value is not valid. 1793 
See the cimconfig reference page for the range of allowed values for the property, and 1794 
re-issue the command with a valid value. 1795 

• Message: Specified property cannot be modified. 1796 
You are trying to modify a property that is not dynamic. Dynamic properties can be 1797 
changed immediately, while the CIM Server is running. 1798 
To modify a non-dynamic property you must modify the planned value, then stop and start 1799 
the CIM Server. For more information, see the cimconfig reference page. 1800 

• Message: Current value cannot be determined because the CIM Server 1801 
is not running. 1802 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. Perhaps an 1803 
operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it. To start it, do the following: 1804 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1805 

• Message: Planned value cannot be determined because the CIM Server 1806 
is not running. 1807 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. Perhaps an 1808 
operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it. To start it, do the following: 1809 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1810 

• Message: CIM Server may not be running. 1811 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. Perhaps an 1812 
operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it. To start it, do the following: 1813 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1814 

cimmof Command Messages 1815 

• Message: Warning: class already in repository (OK to ignore). 1816 
The same class is already loaded, so you do not need to do it again. If you really want to 1817 
replace this class, first delete it, then load your new MOF file. 1818 

• Message: Cannot connect to: mysystem: 5989. Command failed. 1819 
The CIM Server is not running. You tried to send a request to system mysystem, through 1820 
port 5989. An operator may have stopped the CIM Server. Restart it, then re-issue the 1821 
cimmof command. 1822 

• Message: Can’t open file <filename>. 1823 
Check the MOF file that you specified. It could not be opened; it may not exist, the 1824 
pathname may be incomplete, or there may be a typing error. Re-issue the command 1825 
specifying a valid MOF file. 1826 
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• Message: Could not open include file <filename>. 1827 
Check the MOF include file that you specified. It could not be opened; it may not exist, 1828 
the pathname may be incomplete, or there may be a typing error. Re-issue the command 1829 
specifying a valid MOF file. 1830 

• Message: <filename>:< lineNumber>: parse error before ‘string’ 1831 
There is a parsing error before string. If it is your own file, edit it to correct invalid 1832 
syntax, and then re-issue the command. If you got the file from a provider, contact the 1833 
provider’s support team. 1834 

• Message: Error adding class <classname> to the repository: 1835 
CIM_ERR_INVALID_SUPERCLASS: Operation cannot be carried out since 1836 
the specified superclass does not exist. 1837 
The file you specified contains schema definition for a class with a superclass, but its 1838 
superclass is not in the CIM Repository now. You must load the superclass before you 1839 
load its subclasses. 1840 
If it is your own MOF file, edit it to check the spelling of the class and superclass, and the 1841 
path and spelling of the MOF file in your command. If you got the MOF file from a 1842 
provider, contact the provider’s support team. 1843 

• Message: Could not find declaration for Qualifier named 1844 
<qualifier_name>. 1845 
OpenPegasus cannot find the qualifier name in the MOF file in the CIM Repository. 1846 
If it is your own MOF file, check the qualifier name in the MOF file you specified. If it is 1847 
misspelled, correct it. To see all qualifiers, for Linux go to 1848 
/var/cache/pegasus/repository/<namespace>/qualifiers. 1849 
If the qualifier does not exist in the CIM Repository, add it, and then re-issue the 1850 
command. 1851 
If you got the MOF file from a provider, contact the provider’s support team. 1852 

cimprovider Command Messages 1853 

• Message: Required arguments missing. 1854 
Change the syntax of your command; perhaps check spelling. cimprovider does not 1855 
recognize the options you entered. Enter cimprovider, with no options, to see correct 1856 
usage. Also see the cimprovider reference page. 1857 

• Message: Missing required value for flag. 1858 
Check your syntax for a flag that is missing its value. Enter cimprovider, with no 1859 
options, to see correct usage. Also see the cimprovider reference page. 1860 

• Message: The CIM Server may not be running. 1861 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. 1862 
Perhaps an operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it. To start it, do the 1863 
following: 1864 
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For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1865 

• Message: Provider module already disabled. 1866 
You cannot disable a provider that is already disabled. Use cimprovider -l -m 1867 
<modulename> to see status of all the providers in the specified module. 1868 

• Message: You must have superuser privilege to unregister providers. 1869 
If you do not have root permissions (uid=0) on the local system, get a logon that does, or 1870 
have such a privileged user give you permission. (See Chapter 3 and the cimauth 1871 
reference page.) 1872 

• Message: You must have superuser privilege to disable or enable 1873 
providers. 1874 
If you do not have root permissions (uid=0) on the local system, get a logon that does, or 1875 
have such a privileged user give you permission. (See Chapter 3 and the cimauth 1876 
reference page) 1877 

• Message: Provider module cannot be enabled since it is disabling. 1878 
You cannot enable a provider while another client is disabling the module. Enable it later. 1879 

• Message: Specified provider was not registered. 1880 
You are trying to manage an unregistered provider. (To confirm, use the cimprovider -1881 
l command.) Register the provider. 1882 

cimserver Command Messages 1883 

• Message: Error: Bind failed. Failed to bind to socket. 1884 
You tried to start the CIM Server, but it is already running. 1885 

• Message: Unrecognized command line option. 1886 
Re-issue the command specifying a valid option. For help with options, type cimserver 1887 
-h or see the reference page. 1888 

• Message: Duplicate shutdown option specified. 1889 
The -s option was specified more than once. Re-issue the command with a valid option. 1890 
For help with options, enter cimserver -h or see the reference page. 1891 

• Message: Unrecognized config property: <configProperty> 1892 
Check the spelling of the property. Re-issue the command specifying a valid config 1893 
property. For a list of properties, enter cimconfig -l. 1894 

• Message: Invalid property value: shutdownTimeout=<value> 1895 
Specify a shutdownTimeout value that is a valid integer, 2 or greater. 1896 

• Message: Unable to connect to CIM Server. CIM Server may not be 1897 
running. 1898 
To see whether cimserver is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. 1899 
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Perhaps an operator stopped it by command, but did not restart it. To start it, do the 1900 
following: 1901 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1902 
Perhaps someone has disabled both types of connection (HTTPS and HTTP). To start it in 1903 
that case, enter either: 1904 
cimserver enableHttpsConnection=true (default) 1905 
cimserver enableHttpConnection=true 1906 

• Message: Failed to shut down server: CIM_ERR_INVALID_NAMESPACE: The 1907 
target namespace does not exist “root/PG_Internal” 1908 
The cimserver command cannot stop the CIM Server. The only way to stop the CIM 1909 
Server is to kill the CIM Server process: 1910 

— Find the process ID (PID) of cimserver. Enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. 1911 

— Kill the process: kill -9 <PID> 1912 
The most likely cause is that the CIM Repository was moved or deleted, or that it is empty 1913 
or corrupted. Try replacing all the directories and files located in 1914 
/var/cache/pegasus/repository with your backup copy. 1915 
If you cannot replace the repository directories, you can use the init_repository script 1916 
to restore your repository to what it was when you first installed OpenPegasus. You will 1917 
need to re-install any providers you added since you installed OpenPegasus. (You do not 1918 
need to re-install the providers that are bundled with OpenPegasus.) 1919 

openssl and SSL-Related Messages 1920 

• Server-side SSL (Secure Socket Layer) Errors 1921 
1. Could not get server certificate. 1922 
The present server certificate file is missing, empty, or not readable. Restore the certificate 1923 
file (/etc/opt/hp/sslshare/cert.pem) from backup, and then start the CIM Server. 1924 
2. Could not get private key. 1925 
The present key file is missing, empty, or not readable. Restore the key file 1926 
(/etc/opt/hp/sslshare/file.pem) from backup, and then start the CIM Server. 1927 

osinfo Command Messages 1928 

• Message: Cannot get info from OS provider. 1929 
Verify that the provider in your request is listed. Enter cimprovider -l -m 1930 
OperatingSystemModule. 1931 

• Message: Cannot connect to CIM Server. 1932 
To see whether the cimserver process is running, enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. 1933 
To start the process, do the following: 1934 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1935 
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wbemexec Command Messages 1936 

• Message: Invalid input: expected XML request. 1937 
Check the coding of the request. The input must be a valid CIM request encoded in XML 1938 
according to the DMTF CIM-XML specification. 1939 

• Message: Invalid XML request. 1940 
Correct the XML request, and re-issue the command. Refer to the text following the 1941 
message for more specific information about the invalid XML request. For more 1942 
information about XML, see the DMTF CIM-XML specification. 1943 

• Message: Timed out waiting for response. 1944 
You can change the timeout value with a wbemexec command option. The request may 1945 
require more processing time than allowed by the specified or default timeout period. 1946 
Specify a timeout value longer than the value previously specified or longer than the 1947 
default. 1948 
Check syslog for possible errors or problems with the CIM Server or providers. An error 1949 
may have occurred in the CIM Server, preventing the CIM Server from responding to 1950 
requests. (A list of syslog messages is in this chapter.) 1951 
If necessary, stop and re-start the CIM Server. Re-issue the wbemexec command. 1952 

• Message: wbemexec: Failed to connect to CIM Server. 1953 
First, read the text that follows this message, for more information about the problem. 1954 
Enter ps -ef|grep cimserver. If the cimserver process is not running, you must 1955 
start it. Do the following to start it: 1956 
For Linux, enter /sbin/service pegasus-wbem start. 1957 
After this, the log file should record an attempt to start cimserver and a confirmation 1958 
that cimserver started. 1959 
On the CIM Server host, enter uname -a to be sure you have specified the appropriate 1960 
host name. 1961 
Enter cimconfig -l -c to list current values of properties. See whether the enabled 1962 
connection is port HTTP or HTTPS. Now see if your request specified the corresponding 1963 
port. By default, HTTPS (default type) enters port 5989; HTTP enters port 5988. 1964 
You may not be authorized to connect to the CIM Server. See Chapter 3. 1965 

• Message: wbemexec: M-POST method invalid with HTTP Version 1.0. 1966 
Modify the command line. Either specify HTTP Version 1.1 with the M-POST or POST 1967 
method, or specify HTTP Version 1.0 with the POST method. 1968 
The M_POST method is only valid for HTTP versions 1.1 and later. 1969 

• Message: wbemexec: No input. 1970 
Be sure that you did not specify an empty file, or redirect input from an empty file. 1971 

• Message: wbemexec: Unable to use requested input file: file cannot 1972 
be opened. 1973 
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Check to be sure there is sufficient memory to open a file, and that you have not reached 1974 
the open-file limit. wbemexec can find the file, and the permissions allow the file to be 1975 
read, but the file cannot be opened for some other reason. 1976 

• Message: wbemexec: Unable to use requested input file: file does not 1977 
exist. 1978 
Check the pathname and spelling of the input file you specified. 1979 

• Message: wbemexec: Unable to use requested input file: file is not 1980 
readable. 1981 
Check the permission settings on the specified input file and its directories, modify if 1982 
necessary, and re-issue the command. 1983 
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A How Resources are Represented (CIM Schema) 1984 

The OpenPegasus repository stores information about managed resources. 1985 

To register with OpenPegasus, a provider must define its resource by the classes and subclasses 1986 
that define it. Then the provider must describe the properties that it will expose, and the methods 1987 
that it will support. 1988 

The properties describe what a class is, the methods describe what it can do. Properties are 1989 
attributes or characteristics of the resource. Methods are its actions, capabilities, or behaviors. 1990 

To make a request, the client must first identify, by its classes and subclasses, the resource it 1991 
wants to manage. 1992 

The resource descriptions are done using object-oriented modeling. Object-oriented modeling 1993 
represents real things in an abstract schema. Objects are arranged from most general to most 1994 
specific. Many attributes of the more general parent are inherited by their more specific children. 1995 

Like object-oriented programming languages, the subclasses inherit the definitions of properties 1996 
and methods from the parent class. Unlike some object-oriented programming, they do not 1997 
inherit the implementations. 1998 

This section briefly defines basic concepts about object representation. As system administrator, 1999 
you do not need to understand this to install OpenPegasus or maintain it. However, it is the 2000 
language that is used to explain resources. These are the terms that are used to describe what 2001 
providers and clients do, and how resources can be managed. 2002 

For more information about object representation, refer to the DMTF CIM Tutorial. 2003 

The schema is the most general abstraction that represents real things in the WBEM standard. A 2004 
schema is a collection of classes. Each class in a schema can only belong to that schema. Each 2005 
class name must be unique within a schema; a schema cannot have two classes with the same 2006 
name. 2007 

The class is the basic modeling unit. It is a collection or set of objects that have similar 2008 
properties and purposes. Each class defines a certain type of managed object; for example, 2009 
operating systems or system memory. Objects in the class contain properties (describing what it 2010 
is) and methods (what it can do). A class can contain other classes (its subclasses). It can also 2011 
contain instances. 2012 

Subclasses are grouped by similarities. Subclasses inherit properties and methods from their 2013 
parent (their superclass), and can also add their own local properties and methods. Subclasses are 2014 
themselves classes, and they can have their own subclasses. 2015 
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CIM_SoftwareElement, for example, is a class. It has several subclasses, such as 2016 
Linux_SoftwareElement, Win32_SoftwareElement, HPUX_RPM_SoftwareElement, 2017 
and Linux_Debian_SoftwareElement. 2018 

An instance can be a discrete occurrence of any object, such as your computer’s hard drive or the 2019 
printer on your desk. It is the most specific member of the hierarchy. An instance cannot have 2020 
any subclasses. All instances in a class share the same properties and methods. Each has a 2021 
unique name (see key properties, below). 2022 

Methods are the behaviors of the class; for example, the OperatingSystem class has a Reboot 2023 
method and a printer has an EnableDevice method to put it online. Not all classes have 2024 
methods. 2025 

An intrinsic method models a CIM Operation. Standard intrinsic methods (such as 2026 
enumerateInstances, getInstance, modifyInstance) are relevant to all classes. 2027 

An extrinsic method is defined on a CIM Class in some Schema that is unique to that class. 2028 

Properties are the attributes of a class; for example, there is a ParticipatingCS association 2029 
between a CIM_ComputerSystem and a CIM_Cluster. This association has two properties, 2030 
RoleOfNode and StateOfNode, to describe attributes of the ComputerSystem as a node 2031 
within the Cluster. 2032 

Key properties (one or more properties defined with a “key” qualifier) are identifiers. Keys in 2033 
classes and subclasses provide a way to uniquely identify the instance that inherits them. All 2034 
instances inherit a key, or a set of keys, from their superclass. The value that the instance gives 2035 
to these keys is its own identification. It is the only instance in its namespace that is allowed to 2036 
have that “name”. More than one key property is a compound key. 2037 

Consider how to uniquely identify a user account on a UNIX system. You could use two key 2038 
properties: the value of the user account’s Name property and the value of the system’s Name 2039 
property. Consider also the identifying pair used to route your email to you: 2040 
username@domain-name. 2041 

Classes are either concrete or abstract. A concrete class (like CIM_OperatingSystem) has 2042 
real instances, particular computer systems. A concrete class must have at least one key 2043 
property. An abstract class like CIM_ManagedElement cannot have any instances, and it is not 2044 
required to have key properties. Its subclasses can have keys as they get more specific. 2045 

Associations can be defined between classes. For example, there is a ParticipatingCS 2046 
association between CIM_ComputerSystem (the entire computer system) and 2047 
CIM_OperatingSystem (the OS software that exists on that system). 2048 

The association itself is a class, so it can have properties and methods. For example, two 2049 
properties of ParticipatingCS are RoleOfNode and StateOfNode. 2050 

Namespaces can give you a logical way to group things, in order to control their scope and 2051 
visibility. A namespace is not a physical location; it is more like a logical database containing 2052 
specific classes and instances. Namespace grouping can be used to separate instances and make 2053 
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sure there are no collisions with others of the same name. Namespaces also can be used to limit 2054 
access. 2055 

OpenPegasus installs with four pre-defined namespaces: 2056 

• root (in /root directory) 2057 
The root namespace exists to conform to the DMTF specifications. 2058 

• root#cimv2 (in /root/cimv2) 2059 
The standard CIM Schemas go here, as do the schemas for the bundled providers. 2060 

• root#PG_Interop (in /root/PG_Interop) 2061 
This is for provider registration. This space is reserved exclusively for providers, and all 2062 
providers must register here. (See the cimprovider reference page.) 2063 

• root#PG_Internal (in /root/PG_Internal) 2064 
This is a private space, for use by OpenPegasus only. 2065 
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B OpenPegasus CIM Operations 2066 

OpenPegasus supports a subset of the DMTF-defined CIM Operations. If you are installing a 2067 
client or provider, be sure these are sufficient operations. 2068 

B.1 The InvokeMethod Operation 2069 

The following operation is a way of invoking the class of methods called extrinsic methods. 2070 
(This is the way OpenPegasus supports extrinsic methods.) If a provider has registered with 2071 
OpenPegasus as a method provider, it will support the use of InvokeMethod. 2072 

• InvokeMethod (Write) 2073 
Takes a method name with input and output parameters, and an instance. The instance is 2074 
specified by its namespace, classname, and key properties and values. Invokes the 2075 
specified method on the specified instance. 2076 

B.2 Operations Implemented by Providers 2077 

The following CIM Operations are implemented by instance providers for the classes they 2078 
support. The methods are intrinsic. If the provider does not support a particular method, the 2079 
implementation returns CIM_ERR_NOT_SUPPORTED. 2080 

• GetInstance (Read) 2081 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values. Returns the instance with 2082 
all its properties. 2083 

• EnumerateInstances (Read) 2084 
Takes a namespace and a classname. Returns all instances of the specified class, including 2085 
all properties. When invoked on a class with subclasses, OpenPegasus will pass the 2086 
EnumerateInstance CIM Operation to providers for all of the subclasses, and combine 2087 
all the results into a single response. 2088 

• EnumerateInstanceNames (Read) 2089 
Takes a namespace and a classname. Returns all instances of the specified class. It returns 2090 
all key properties, but it does not return non-key properties. When invoked on a class with 2091 
subclasses, OpenPegasus will pass the EnumerateInstanceNames CIM Operation to 2092 
providers for all of the subclasses, and combine all the results into a single response. 2093 

• CreateInstance (Write) 2094 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values. Can accept other properties 2095 
and values. Creates an instance that meets those criteria. 2096 
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• DeleteInstance (Write) 2097 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values. Can accept other properties 2098 
and values. Deletes the instance that meets those criteria. 2099 

• ModifyInstance (Write) 2100 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values. Can accept other properties 2101 
and values. Modifies the instance that meets those criteria. 2102 

B.3 Operations on Properties 2103 

Operations on properties are listed below. 2104 

• GetProperty (Read) 2105 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values to specify an instance. Also 2106 
takes the property desired. Returns the value of the property for the specified instance. 2107 

• SetProperty (Write) 2108 
Takes a namespace, classname, and key properties and values, to specify a class. Also 2109 
takes the desired property and value. Sets the desired property of that instance to the 2110 
specified value. 2111 

B.4 Class Manipulation Operations 2112 

The class manipulation operations can be used by CIM Clients to explicitly manipulate schema. 2113 
Schema manipulation can be done implicitly through a MOF file. When the MOF compiler loads 2114 
a MOF file, the compiler will use a series of CreateClass operations to create the classes 2115 
contained in the file. 2116 

Class manipulation operations are listed below: 2117 

• GetClass (Read) 2118 
Takes a namespace and classname. Returns the class definition with all properties and 2119 
methods. 2120 

• EnumerateClasses (Read) 2121 
Takes a namespace and, optionally, a classname. Returns a list of all the classes and 2122 
subclasses of that namespace (and classname if you specified it), including the definitions 2123 
of all properties and methods. 2124 

• EmumerateClassNames (Read) 2125 
Takes a namespace and classname. Returns a list of all subclasses of that namespace and 2126 
class, including definitions of all key properties. Does not return non-key properties or 2127 
methods. 2128 

• CreateClass (Write) 2129 
Takes a namespace and class definition. Creates the specified class. 2130 
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• ModifyClass (Write) 2131 
Takes a namespace and a new class specification. Replaces the existing class specification 2132 
to the new (modified) one. 2133 

• DeleteClass (Write) 2134 
Takes a namespace and classname. Removes the class from the namespace. If the class 2135 
has subclasses, you must remove the subclasses first. 2136 

B.5 Qualifier Operations 2137 

Qualifier declaration operations are listed below: 2138 

• GetQualifier (Read) 2139 
Takes a namespace and a qualifier name. Returns the information on that qualifier, such as 2140 
scope, flavor, and default value. (A qualifier is a modifier containing information that 2141 
describes a class, an instance, a property, or a method.) 2142 

• EnumerateQualifiers (Read) 2143 
Takes a namespace. Returns all qualifiers defined in the specified namespace. (A qualifier 2144 
is a modifier containing information that describes a class, an instance, a property, or a 2145 
method.) 2146 

• SetQualifier (Write) 2147 
Takes a namespace and qualifier name. Also takes a qualifier declaration. Replaces the 2148 
existing qualifier declaration with the specified declaration. (A qualifier is a modifier 2149 
containing information that describes a class, an instance, a property, or a method.) 2150 

• DeleteQualifier (Write) 2151 
Takes a namespace and a qualifier name. Deletes the specified qualifier from the specified 2152 
namespace. 2153 
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C OpenPegasus Configuration Operations Security 2154 
Disclaimer 2155 

As a security best practice, it is recommended that any network daemons that are not in use 2156 
should be disabled. Any daemons that are in use should be configured securely according to the 2157 
threat environment in which they are located. This is a functionality versus security risk trade-2158 
off. The optimal configuration will vary depending on local threats and functionality 2159 
requirements. 2160 

C.1 Default Security 2161 

For ease-of-manageability, OpenPegasus defaults to “functional” out-of-the-box, but provides 2162 
several configuration options so that security risks may be minimized. 2163 

• The OpenPegasus CIM Server can be configured to only accept connections from local 2164 
UNIX domain sockets. This is appropriate if you have untrusted users on your network 2165 
and you do not plan to use OpenPegasus for remote management. 2166 

• OpenPegasus can be configured to only allow access from a trusted subset of system users 2167 
(e.g., “root”) and application users (e.g., “oracle”) using a UNIX group. Setting up this 2168 
user group is recommended if you intend to use WBEM in an environment where local 2169 
users are untrusted, or as a second line of defense against break-ins. 2170 

— Note: If an application fails to authenticate after creating this group, you may need to add its 2171 
application or associated system users. 2172 

• OpenPegasus supports the use of other protective measures for high-threat environments. 2173 
For example, IPSEC or hardware solutions may be used to create a VPN to increase 2174 
security. A VPN is recommended if you intend to use WBEM for management across an 2175 
untrusted network, such as an exposed DMZ or the public Internet. 2176 

 2177 
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D Directory and File Locations 2178 

This Appendix describes the default locations for key OpenPegasus files and directories. 2179 
However, these locations are configurable; consult your product-specific documentation for 2180 
exact locations. 2181 

Platform   

$LOGDIR /var/opt/tog-pegasus/log 

$PROVIDERDIRS /opt/tog-pegasus/providers/lib 

$REPOSITORYDIR /var/opt/tog-pegasus/repository 

$CERTIFICATEDIR /etc/opt/tog-pegasus 

$LOCALAUTHDIR /var/opt/tog-pegasus/cache/localauth 

$TRACEDIR /var/opt/tog-pegasus/cache 

$CONFIGDIR /var/opt/tog-pegasus 

$PIDFILE /var/run/cimserver.pid 

$RANDOMDIR /etc/opt/tog-pegasus 

$SOCKETDIR /var/run/tog-pegasus/socket 

$SBINDIR /opt/tog-pegasus/sbin 

$BINDIR /opt/tog-pegasus/bin 

Linux 

$SAMPLEDIR /opt/tog-pegasus/samples 

$LOGDIR /var/opt/wbem 

$PROVIDERDIRS /opt/wbem/providers/lib 

$REPOSITORYDIR  /var/opt/wbem/repository 

$CERTIFICATEDIR   /etc/opt/hp/sslshare/ 

$LOCALAUTHDIR /var/opt/wbem 

$TRACEDIR /var/opt/wbem 

$CONFIGDIR /var/opt/wbem/ 

$PIDFILE /etc/opt/wbem/cimserver_start.conf 

$RANDOMDIR /var/opt/wbem 

$SOCKETDIR /var/opt/wbem/socket 

$SBINDIR /opt/wbem/sbin 

$BINDIR /opt/wbem/bin 

HP-UX 

$SAMPLEDIR /opt/wbem.samples 
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Glossary 2182 

Much of this information was gathered from the DMTF CIM Tutorial, and much more 2183 
information is available there. 2184 

CIM (Common Information Model) 2185 
A hierarchical object-based model developed by the DMTF that defines a large 2186 
number of concepts common to most computer systems. See Common Information 2187 
Model. The CIM Specification can be found at www.dmtf.org. 2188 

CIM Client A client application that issues CIM Operation requests to a CIM Server over HTTP 2189 
and processes the responses. 2190 

CIM Object Manager (CIMOM) 2191 
Manages CIM objects in an OpenPegasus-enabled system. CIMOM receives and 2192 
processes CIM Operation requests and issues responses. 2193 

CIM Object Manager Repository 2194 
Manages CIM objects in an OpenPegasus-enabled system. CIMOM receives and 2195 
processes CIM Operation requests and issues responses. 2196 

CIM Operations 2197 
A set of operations, specified by the DMTF, that can be requested of a CIM Server 2198 
to be performed on CIM objects. The specification can be found on the DMTF web 2199 
site. 2200 

CIM Schema 2201 
A collection of class definitions used to represent managed objects that exist in 2202 
every management environment. See also Core Model, Common Model, and 2203 
Extension Schema. 2204 

CIM Server 2205 
A CIM Server is a server that processes requests for operations on CIM objects. It 2206 
can have an HTTP Server component that communicates with clients using the 2207 
HTTP protocol, transferring messages encoded in xmlCIM. It can also have a CIM 2208 
Server that distributes requests to providers for translation to platform-specific 2209 
operations. 2210 

Cipher A key-selected transformation between plain text and cipher text. With a good 2211 
cipher, the secret information inside the cipher remains hidden, even when the 2212 
cipher text is stored or transmitted. 2213 

Class A collection of instances, all of which support a common type; that is, a set of 2214 
properties and methods. The common properties and methods are defined as 2215 
features of the class. For example, the class called Modem represents all the modems 2216 
present in a system. 2217 
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Common Information Model (CIM) 2218 
A common data model of an implementation-neutral schema for describing overall 2219 
management information in a network/enterprise environment. 2220 
 2221 
CIM is comprised of a Specification and a Schema. The Specification defines the 2222 
details for integration with other management models defined by the DMTF, such 2223 
as SNMP’s MIBs or the DMI’s MIFs. The Schema provides the actual model 2224 
descriptions. 2225 

Common Information Model Object Manager (CIM Object Manager) 2226 
A component in the CIM management infrastructure that handles the interaction 2227 
between management applications and clients. 2228 

Common Model 2229 
The second layer of the CIM Schema, which includes a series of domain-specific 2230 
but platform-independent classes. The domains are systems, networks, applications, 2231 
and other management-related data. The common model is derived from the core 2232 
model. See also Extension Schema. 2233 

Core Model The first layer of the CIM Schema, which includes the top-level classes and their 2234 
properties and associations. The core model establishes the conceptual framework 2235 
for the schema of the rest of the managed environment. Systems, applications, 2236 
networks, and related information are modeled as extensions to the core model. 2237 
 2238 
The core model is both domain and platform-independent. See also Common Model 2239 
and Extension Schema. 2240 

Desktop Management Interface (DMI) 2241 
An initiative by the DMTF. The DMI allows desktop computers, hardware and 2242 
software products, and peripherals (whether they are standalone systems or linked 2243 
into networks) to be manageable and intelligent. It allows them to communicate 2244 
their system resource requirements and to coexist in a manageable PC system. The 2245 
DMI is independent of operating system and processor, enabling the development 2246 
of manageable PC products and applications across platforms. 2247 

Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) 2248 
An industry-wide consortium committed to making computing resources and 2249 
environments easier to use, understand, configure, and manage (www.dmtf.org). 2250 

Domain The class to which a property or method belongs. For example, if status is a 2251 
property of Logical Device, it is said to belong to the Logical Device domain. 2252 

Event The occurrence of a phenomenon of interest. For example, an Event can denote the 2253 
occurrence of a disk write error, a failed authentication attempt, or even a mouse 2254 
click. 2255 

eXtensible Markup Manguage (XML) 2256 
A simplified subset of SGML that offers powerful and extensible data modeling 2257 
capabilities. An XML Document is a collection of data represented in XML. An 2258 
XML Schema is a grammar that describes the structure of an XML Document. 2259 
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Extension Schema 2260 
The third layer of the CIM Schema, which includes platform-specific extensions of 2261 
the CIM Schema such as Microsoft Windows NT, UNIX, and Microsoft Exchange 2262 
Server. See also Common Model and Core Model. 2263 

Extrinsic Method 2264 
A method defined on a CIM Class in some Schema that is unique to that class 2265 
(versus intrinsic methods which apply across all classes). See also Intrinsic Method. 2266 

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 2267 
An application-level protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information 2268 
systems. It is a generic stateless protocol that can be used for many tasks through 2269 
extensions of its request methods, error codes, and headers. 2270 

HTTP Server 2271 
OpenPegasus uses a small footprint special-services “lightweight” server that 2272 
processes HTTP requests and returns standard HTTP responses. The server is not 2273 
intended as a replacement for a Web Server. The server does not serve up HTML 2274 
web pages and does not run CGI applications. 2275 

Indication The representation of the occurrence of an Event. 2276 

Inheritance The relationship that describes how classes and instances are derived from parent 2277 
classes, or superclasses. A class can spawn a new subclass, also called a child class. 2278 
A subclass contains all the methods and properties of its parent class. 2279 
 2280 
Inheritance is one of the features that allows the CIM classes to function as 2281 
templates for actual managed objects in the CIM environment. 2282 

Instance A representation of a real-world managed object that belongs to a particular class, 2283 
or a particular occurrence of an event. Instances contain actual data. 2284 

Instance Provider 2285 
A type of provider that supports instances of system and property-specific classes. 2286 
Instances providers can support data retrieval, modification, deletion, enumeration, 2287 
or query processing. Instance providers can also invoke methods See also Class 2288 
Provider and Property Provider. 2289 

Intrinsic Method 2290 
A method defined for the purpose of modeling a CIM Operation. Standard intrinsic 2291 
methods (such as enumerateInstances, getInstance, modifyInstance) are 2292 
relevant to all classes. See also Extrinsic Method. 2293 

Kerberos A security mechanism that provides authentication, data integrity, data privacy, and 2294 
mutual authentication. 2295 

Key A property that is used to provide a unique identifier for an instance of a class. Key 2296 
properties are marked with the Key qualifier. A compound key has more than one 2297 
property, with a Key qualifier. 2298 
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Key Qualifier 2299 
A qualifier that must be attached to every property in a class that serves as part of 2300 
the key for that class. 2301 

Lightweight HTTP Server 2302 
A small footprint server that processes HTTP requests and returns standard HTTP 2303 
responses. The server is not intended as a replacement for a Web Server. The server 2304 
does not serve up HTML web pages and does not run CGI applications. 2305 

Local Property 2306 
A non-system property defined for a class but not inherited from a superclass. 2307 

Managed Object 2308 
A hardware or software system component that is represented as an instance of the 2309 
CIM class. Information about managed objects is supplied by data and event 2310 
providers, as well as by the CIM Object Manager. Examples include a network 2311 
interface card, an operating system kernel parameter, a system user, a print spooler. 2312 

Managed Object Format (MOF) 2313 
A compiled language for defining classes and instances. A MOF compiler takes 2314 
information from a .mof formatted text file and adds the data to the CIM Object 2315 
Manager repository. MOF eliminates the need to write code, thus providing a 2316 
simple and fast technique for modifying the CIM Object Manager repository. The 2317 
DMTF makes their schemas available as MOF files. 2318 

Management Application 2319 
An application or service that uses information or request operations originating 2320 
from one or more managed objects in a managed environment. Management 2321 
applications retrieve this information and request operations through calls to the 2322 
CIM Object Manager from the CIM Object Manager. 2323 

Management Information Base (MIB) 2324 
A database of managed objects, written in text. 2325 

Management Information Format (MIF) Database 2326 
Part of DMI that stores and manages information and passes it to management 2327 
applications on request. MIFs define the standard manageable attributes of PC 2328 
products in categories including PC systems, servers, printers, LAN adapters, 2329 
modems, and software applications. 2330 

Management Interface (MI) 2331 
The MI allows DMI-enabled applications to access, manage, and control desktop 2332 
systems, components, and peripherals. 2333 

Metamodel A CIM component that describes the entities and relationships representing 2334 
managed objects. For example, classes, instances, and associations are included in 2335 
the metamodel. 2336 

Metaschema 2337 
The metaschema is a formal definition of the model. It defines the terms used to 2338 
express the model and its usage and semantics. 2339 
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Method 1. A function describing the behavior of a class. Including a method in a class does 2340 
not guarantee an implementation of the method. The Implemented qualifier is 2341 
attached to the method to indicate that an implementation is available for the class. 2342 
 2343 
2. A function included in a CIM Object Manager API interface. 2344 

MOF File A text file that contains definitions of classes and instances using the Managed 2345 
Object Format (MOF) language. Such files can be used to load descriptions of 2346 
schemas supported by providers (via the cimmof command). 2347 

Multiple Inheritance 2348 
The ability of a subclass to derive from more than one superclass. 2349 

Multiple Operation 2350 
A CIM request that requires the invocation of more than one method. 2351 

Named Element 2352 
An entity that can be expressed as an object in the metaschema. 2353 

Namespace A unit for grouping classes and instances to control their scope and visibility. 2354 
Namespaces are not physical locations; they are more like logical databases 2355 
containing specific classes and instances. Objects located within a namespace must 2356 
have unique names (specified by one or more key values) within that namespace. 2357 
Objects in a different namespaces can be unique even if they have the same keys, 2358 
because the two objects reside in separate namespaces. 2359 

namespace A directory-like structure that can contain classes, instances, and other 2360 
namespaces. Objects are located within a namespace, and have unique names 2361 
(specified by one or more key values) within that namespace. Objects in different 2362 
namespaces can have the same keys, yet are unique since they reside in separate 2363 
namespaces. Access to a namespace can be restricted to an authorized set of 2364 
users. 2365 

Object Path A formatted string used to access namespaces, classes, and instances. Each object 2366 
on the system has a unique path that identifies it locally or over the network. Object 2367 
paths are conceptually similar to Universal Resource Locators (URLs). 2368 

Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 2369 
A specification for an API that defines a standard set of routines with which an 2370 
application can access data in a data source. 2371 

Operational Semantics 2372 
The formalization of real objects by putting them into a common language. 2373 

Override Indicates that the property, method, or reference in the derived class overrides the 2374 
similar construct in the parent class in the inheritance tree or in the specified parent 2375 
class. 2376 

Pluggable Authentication Model (PAM) 2377 
A product that coordinates user authentication tools for system security. 2378 
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Property A name/value pair that describes a unit of data for a class. Property names cannot 2379 
begin with a digit and cannot contain white space. Property values must have a 2380 
valid Managed Object Format (MOF) data type. 2381 

Property Provider 2382 
A type of provider that supports the retrieval and modification of the CIM 2383 
properties. 2384 

Provider An executable that can return and/or set information, execute methods, generate 2385 
indications, or respond to other requests regarding a given managed object. 2386 

Provider Data Sheet (PDS) 2387 
Provides basic provider information to software professionals who will design, 2388 
implement, enhance, and/or support client applications that will use this provider. It 2389 
contains information about what this provider does, what interfaces it uses, how to 2390 
install it, and what platforms and operating systems are supported. 2391 

Provider Registration 2392 
A provider needs to register with the CIMOM so that the CIMOM will know what 2393 
properties and methods are supported. (Dev G) A provider must be registered with 2394 
the CIM Server so that the CIM Server will know what properties and methods it 2395 
supports. A special object is created during registration to relate the information 2396 
about the provider to the classes in the CIM Schema that the provider supports. 2397 

Qualifier A modifier containing information that describes a class, an instance, a property, a 2398 
method, or a parameter. 2399 

Reference A special string property type that is marked with the reference qualifier, indicating 2400 
that it is a pointer to other instances. 2401 

Repository This repository contains the definitions of classes and instances that represent 2402 
managed objects and the relationships among them. The OpenPegasus repository is 2403 
not available for use by clients or providers for static or persistent data storage. See 2404 
also CIM Object Manager Repository. 2405 

Required Property 2406 
A property that must have a value. 2407 

SAN-Aware 2408 
Storage Area Network-aware. 2409 

Schema A collection of class definitions that describe managed objects in a particular 2410 
environment. 2411 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 2412 
A protocol of the Internet reference model used for network management. 2413 

Simple Operation 2414 
A CIM request that requires the invocation of a single method. 2415 
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SOHO (Small Office/Home Office) A class of products which are typically more powerful 2416 
and more expensive than those sold to consumers, but smaller than those generally 2417 
used by large institutions. 2418 

Standard Schema 2419 
A common conceptual framework for organizing and relating the various classes 2420 
representing the current operational state of a system, network, or application. The 2421 
standard schema is defined by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) in 2422 
the Common Information Model (CIM). 2423 

Subclass A class that is derived from a superclass. The subclass inherits all features of its 2424 
superclass, but can add new features or redefine existing ones. 2425 

Subschema A part of a schema owned by a particular organization. The Win32 schema is an 2426 
example of a subschema. 2427 

Superclass The class from which a subclass inherits. 2428 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2429 
More information can be found on the Object Management Group web site 2430 
(www.omg.org). A UML diagram is used to visualize an object-oriented concept 2431 
such as the hierarchy of CIM classes, where each box represents a class of object. 2432 
The arrows may be thought of as meaning “is-a-kind-of”, so that a Human is a kind 2433 
of Primate. Humans, being Primates, have all of the Attributes (or Properties) or 2434 
Primates, but have additional properties, such as Nationality. By convention, in a 2435 
UML diagram of CIM classes, only properties specific to a class, and not those 2436 
inherited from the parent class and those above, are shown. But the inherited 2437 
properties are also understood to be present. 2438 

Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) 2439 
A standard developed by the DMTF that defines network protocols for the 2440 
communication of CIM objects and operations. WBEM is a set of management and 2441 
Internet standard technologies developed to unify the management of enterprise 2442 
computing environments. 2443 

Web Server Full-service Web Servers act as HTTP Servers. In addition, they have many other 2444 
capabilities, such as running CGI scripts. Understanding the distinction between a 2445 
limited-service HTTP Server and a full-service Web Server is critical to 2446 
understanding security on OpenPegasus. OpenPegasus uses its own embedded 2447 
HTTP Server (a lightweight server), not a Web Server. 2448 

xmlCIM A specification for the CIM document type, a specialization of the eXtensible 2449 
Markup Language (XML) that describes how CIM objects and operations should be 2450 
encoded using XML for communication over a network. The full xmlCIM 2451 
specification can be found on the DMTF web site. 2452 
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